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Figure 1: Construction, coding and use of GLIKREM.
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There is no doubt that the way to high quality, safe

plementation details must be harmonized. Here, the ap-

and ecient health services leads to distributed coopera-

plication of tools and the agreement on implementation

tive care (shared care) supported by information and com-

guide comes into play.

munication technologies [1]. Such approach requires inter-

There are many Standards Developing Organizations

operability between all principals (persons, organizations,

(SDOs) contributing to eHealth interoperability.

devices, applications, components) involved [1]. Neverthe-

ISO and especially ISO TC 215 Health Informatics, CEN

less, many papers and organizations (e.g. [2]) dedicated

and especially CEN TC 251 Health Informatics, but also

to health care interoperability still refer to the IEEE Dic-

HL7 International, IHTSDO, OASIS, OMG, and many

tionary denition of (semantic) interoperability as ... the

others have to be mentioned.

ability of two or more systems or components to exchange

teroperability, the more general and generic specications

information and to use the information that has been ex-

have to be use case specically proled. This is managed

changed [3]. However, the problem of interoperability is

by IHE. Many of the HL7 standards and specications

not limited to the early days' EDI challenge of harmonized

covering most of the health information interoperability

data representation and exchange protocol. Nowadays, it

challenges have been meanwhile approved at ISO.

is the challenge of the legally, culturally, socially, educationally and organizationally impacted aspect of commonality regarding business processes and objectives, but
also interests, knowledge and skills to cooperate for jointly
meeting those business objectives [1].

Those aspects go

far beyond ICT ontology and communication protocols as
commonly understood today. Depending on the sharing
of those common aspects, comprehensive interoperability
can be provided at dierent interoperability levels such
as structural, syntactic, semantic or services, semantic, or
services interoperability depending on the level of shared
knowledge and skills [1].

Here,

For enabling practical in-

The current Special Issue of the European Journal of
Biomedical Informatics (EJBI) is mainly based on papers
submitted to the International HL7 Interoperability Conference (IHIC) 2012, organized by HL7 Austria and performed from 27-28 September 2012 in Vienna, Austria.
It addresses standards and specications and their implementation in local, regional international eHealth solutions, thereby representing dierent institutions, countries
and regions around the globe.

The call of EJBI for the

special topic volume "Standards and Solutions for eHealth
Interoperability" attracted many authors for submissions.
The quality of submissions was very high, which resulted

The deployment of the interoperability paradigm is

in a big number of accepted papers beyond the usual num-

even more challenging in the case of providing health ser-

ber of pages for EJBI volumes despite the strict review

vices covering diagnosis and therapy, but also indepen-

process performed.

dent and healthy living independent of time and location

to publish the accepted submissions in two issues of EJBI

of principals and resources. Thereby, the services are not

- no.

limited to caring patients (health care services), but cover

published in no.

also prevention, social care, life style, etc., called health

been distributed among the participants of IHIC 2012.

services addressing citizens in general. Such health service

The second part of accepted submissions at hand will be

delivery over distance is the matter of eHealth. Thereby,

published only electronically in no. 4 of EJBI 2012.

technology paradigms such as mobile and pervasive computing as well as adaptive systems for personalization have
to be exploited [1].

3 and no.

No.

Therefore, the editors have decided

4 - in 2012.

The rst set of papers is

3 of EJBI, and its printed version has

4 of this EJBI Special Issue is rst of all dedi-

cated to EHR interoperability based on HL7 CDA. Yan
Heras, Arthur R. Brothman, Marc S. Williams, Joyce

eHealth interoperability requires an open systems ap-

A. Mitchell, Clement J. McDonald, and Stanley M. Hu

proach, agreed methodologies and processes, the use of ref-

address the challenge of integrating advanced transla-

erence models and architectures, reference terminologies

tional medicine information resulting from conventional

and ontologies, but also user acceptance and trustworthi-

and molecular cytogenetic tests into Electronic Health

ness. The agreement on those requirements is established

Records for communication between scientists, clinicians

in international standards and specications. For guaran-

and practioners.

teeing interoperability, the development process and im-

ports from leading laboratories deploying dierent cyto-

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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genetic investigations, they developed information models

well as HL7 Conformance Prole thereby excluding op-

and thereof a hierarchical structure of interrelated con-

tionality, the rigor of specications and implementations

cepts and appropriate terms expressed as LOINC codes.

has been improved. The test tools developed have been

Jong-Ho Lim, Jun-Hyun Song, Sung-Hyun Lee, Il-Kon

proven and practically demonstrated in the IHE frame-

Kim, Byoung-Kee Yi, Sun-Hee Park present a public

work. Interoperability is strongly impacted by changing

health surveillance system in Korea, connecting dierent

specications.

healthcare provider EHR and PHR systems on the one

problem. Marek Václavík compares the IHE integration

hand and public health centers as well as the Korean Cen-

proles for patient identication management PIX (Pa-

ter for Disease Control and Prevention on the other hand

tient Identier Cross-Referencing) and PDQ (Patient De-

for near real-time reports of infectious diseases. They pro-

mographics Query) ones based on HL7 v2 and on the other

pose a corresponding HL7 CDA Implementation Guide

hand based on HL7 v3. The paper discusses in very details

implemented using the IHE XDS and XDR proles. Har-

the IHE Domain Infrastructure specications, underlying

ald Burgsteiner, Gabriel Kleinoscheg, Mario Hussa pro-

data models and behavior of actors in their roles.

vide an CDA Implementation Guide for integrating car-

Seifter,

So, inter-versions compatibility is a huge

Matthias

Koinegg,

Christian

Gruber,

and

diopulmonary exercise testing results reports into the Aus-

Philip Peinsold address the role of patients' empowerment

trian nationwide Electronic Health Record called ELGA.

to reduce healthcare costs and improve both quality and

In that context, the generic CDA Implementation Guide

eciency of the health delivery process. Engaged in the

for ELGA has been proled according to the praction-

European Union PALANTE project, the authors focus on

ers' requirements with the biggest extension in including

electronic Xray-Records currently implemented in a set of

scalable vector graphic images. They demonstrate the fea-

Styrian hospitals to cover patients' Xray exposure data

sibility of implementing harmonized standard based doc-

from all radiological examinations.

uments based on HL7 CDA R2 and R3 as well as related

record will be integrated in the Austrian national Elec-

IHE proles. Contrary to the aforementioned papers, Se-

tronic Health Record ELGA. Therefore, a corresponding

bastian Bojanowski and Roman Radomski present an in-

prole of the generic Austrian ELGA HL7 CDA Imple-

teroperability solution for sharing diagnostic reports with-

mentation Guide has been dened, which also reects the

out requireing EHR systems. Also this solution is based

related legal framework. For patient's access to the record,

on HL7 CDA, created using a report editor.

a Web portal has been developed.

In the future, that

The volume at hand

The second series of papers in this volume tackles prac-

concludes with a paper from Patricia A H Williams and

tical tests of provided specications as proof on concepts.

Vincent McCauley. The authors discuss challenges, prob-

For covering communication needs of the health system

lems and solutions for the ambitious project of developing

from primary through secondary and tertiary care, clin-

and implementing a national eHealth system in Australia.

ical studies, disease registries etc., HL7 v3 provides a

Their contribution explores the complex underpinnings

very generic interoperability framework, which results in

of that system, exemplied at the Personally Controlled

a bunch of propriatary incompatible solutions. To over-

Electronic Health Record (PCEHR) project. The authors

come these problems, use case and domain specic proles

demonstrate how the use of international standards and

have been developed. The variety of solutions creates the

service integration will result in a complex service oriented

challenge to test compatibility and interoperability of the

architecture.

specications. Alexandru Egner, Florica Moldoveanu, and

As the development is under quick move, another Spe-

Nicolae Goga present a systematically designed methodol-

cial Issue on Standards and Solutions for eHealth Inter-

ogy to test interoperability of HL7v3 based applications.

operability should follow in a few years to update the

The test scenario deploys the TTCN-3 framework oering

community on the addressed important eld of ICT sup-

a test description language based on a strict type system

port for improving safety, quality and user-friendliness of

as well as a test management and control system.

health services and the eciency and practicality of the

Be-

ing applicable for any application domain, the test frame-

related processes.

work has been practically demonstrated for the HL7 pro-

The Guest-Editors are indebted to thank all authors

le Query for Existing Data to query data repositories for

and reviewers for their excellent work as well as the HL7

clinical information on vital signs, problems, medications,

International, HL7 Europe and especially HL7 Austria for

immunizations and diagnostic results. In integrated care

the given logistical and nancial support.

settings, communication is not limited to information systems, but also includes devices. John J. Garguilo, Sandra
Martinez, Julien Deshayes developed and present a tool
for testing medical device interoperability, based on the
ISO/IEC x73 standard set as well as HL7 v2 for message
based communication between medical devices as well as
between them and health information systems.

Accord-

ing to the limitation of HL7 v2, the validation of communicated device information is performed at syntactical
and (low-level) semantic levels. Using information models
and nomenclatures dened in ISO/IEC x73 standards as

EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4
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Abstract

To develop Logical Observation Identiers Names and Codes (LOINC) codes to represent constitutional
cytogenetic test results for electronically exchanging coded and structured result reports. The LOINC codes developed
must be exible and sustainable for easy maintenance. The goal is to create a standard set of codes that are exible
enough to be used for all unique conventional and molecular cytogenetic results. Design: Patient de-identied sample
result reports were obtained from ARUP Laboratories for a variety of normal and abnormal constitutional studies
using G-banding, FISH and array-CGH. Information models were created to capture the semantic relationships of the
key data elements that existed in the reports. Sample reports were subsequently obtained from Emory and Mayo
Clinic Cytogenetics Laboratories to verify the information models. The information models were then used to guide
the systematic creation of the LOINC codes. Results: A post-coordinated approach was used in developing the
LOINC codes for cytogenetics test results. LOINC panel codes were created to represent the hierarchical structures
implied by the reports. A master panel was created to contain three LOINC subpanels; each of the three subpanels
held the structure for chromosome analysis results that uses a dierent technique. Conclusion: The LOINC codes
we created met our objective and will allow the use of well established health informatics standards to exchange
coded and structured cytogenetic test results between testing laboratories and ordering institutions. Use of standard
structures and terminologies for cytogenetic results is critical for eective communication between testing laboratories
and clinicians. This minimizes misinterpretation, leads to consistency, and provides the EHR systems exibility of
customizing formatting to present more clinician-friendly reports.

Objective:
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Introduction

for standard terminologies representing genetics and genomics data continues to increase, the approach we took
Discoveries in genetics and genomics research are in- and the experiences we gained through this development
creasing at a rapid rate. The number of clinically avail- process may be especially useful for others to use when
able genetic tests has also increased dramatically during developing standard terminologies to support the integrathe past decade [1, 2]. From primary care to specialty care tion of genetic and genomic data into EHRs. Others may
settings, genetic testing is changing many aspects of clin- also nd our approach useful for developing standard terical practice and patient services. Integration of genetic minologies in general.
and genomic data with traditional clinical data to support
the diagnostic and treatment decisions at the point of care
for the individual patient is touted as ushering in a new
era of personalized medicine [3, 4, 5].
Realization of the promise of personalized medicine 2.1 Cytogenetic Test
depends on eective communication between laboratories
Cytogenetic tests evaluate chromosomes from the nuand clinical settings. The laboratory result report plays
a vital role in this communication channel. However, the cleus of the cell for changes in number or structure. Cytoformat of genetic test requisitions and result reports vary genetic testing is used in various clinical situations. These
from laboratory to laboratory; test results lack clarity historically included assessment of a developmentally deabout the clinical signicance of the ndings and are not layed child, evaluation of a cancerous tumor, or prenatal
clinician friendly [6]. All these factors have aected ef- studies to detect chromosomal anomalies in a fetus [13].
cient communication between testing laboratories and A constitutional cytogenetic abnormality is one which occlinicians. The problem has been further compounded by curs in the germline. A cancerous cytogenetic abnormality
clinical providers' lack of basic knowledge about genetics, is an acquired (somatic) genetic change associated with a
and their lack of condence in interpreting genetic results neoplastic process.
The emerging eld of cytogenomics includes conven[7, 8]. This could lead to potential misinterpretation of
test results and compromised patient care; genetic test tional cytogenetics, which uses chromosomal banding
result reports that use standardized terminology and im- techniques such as G-banding, in addition to molecular
proved formatting are critical to address these problems. technologies, such as uorescence in situ hybridization
Realization of the benets provided by genetic and ge- (FISH), and cytogenomic microarray (arr). FISH is often
nomic advances in clinical care depends on eective ac- used in prenatal diagnosis when results are needed rapidly
cess to the right information at the right time. Electronic to detect chromosomal aneusomies such as Down synHealth Records (EHRs) promise to improve patient care, drome (trisomy 21), and also to detect chromosomal deleespecially by providing advanced Clinical Decision Sup- tions, duplications, or rearrangements that are not visiport (CDS) at the point of care. Incorporating genetic ble using microscopy.[14]. Cytogenomic microarray (arr)
test results into the patient's EHR is a major step for- circumvents a limitation of FISH as it does not require
ward to take full advantage of genetic/genomic advances foreknowledge of the chromosomal loci being evaluated.
in clinical practice. However, EHRs today require signifThe introduction of arr to clinical cytogenetics has faicant modications in order to consume genetic/genomic cilitated the genome wide detection of DNA copy number
information and to eectively utilize such information in imbalances at resolutions signicantly higher than premaking clinical decisions [9, 10].
viously attainable [14]. Arr analysis allows for the siStandard terminologies that are tightly coupled with multaneous analysis of hundreds or thousands of discrete
standard information models are the foundations of de- loci, not possible within a single FISH experiment and at
veloping CDS-enabled EHRs. However, current standard a much higher resolution than conventional cytogenetic
terminologies for genetic test results are not sucient. As analysis. Although current arr technologies cannot identhe movement toward predictive, personalized, preventive tify balanced rearrangements, most chromosome analyses
medicine accelerates, we must develop terminology infras- that are performed on individuals with phenotypic abnortructure before clinical information systems will be able malities, developmental delays, or intellectual disability
to handle the high volumes of genetic and genomic data are performed to detect unbalanced chromosomal rearrangements, (gains and losses of chromosomal segments)
expected in the near future.
We previously evaluated the Logical Observation Iden- and have been proposed to be a rst tier test [15].
tiers Names and Codes (LOINC) system for representing
Traditional cytogenetics methods can detect gross
cytogenetic test names and their results [11]. LOINC is chromosomal lesions. G-banded karyotyping is generally
the most widely adopted standard for laboratory test re- limited to the detection of genomic imbalances in the 5-10
sult names in the United States and internationally [12]. Mb range. Most FISH assays used in a clinical cytogenetic
We found that current LOINC content is not sucient to setting detect submicroscopic changes no smaller than 50
encode cytogenetic test names and test results. In this ar- kb, and only in limited targeted areas. In contrast, availticle, we describe how new LOINC codes for constitutional able oligonucleotide platforms can now detect genomic imcytogenetic test results were developed. As the demand balances as small as 500 bp [16], and the International
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Standard Cytogenomic Array Consortium (ISCA) currently recommends a resolution of >=400 kb throughout
the genome as a balance of analytical and clinical sensitivity to detect copy number variants [15].
The International System for Human Cytogenetic
Nomenclature (ISCN) is critical in reporting cytogenetic
test results. ISCN was created by the International Standing Committee on Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature to
represent the outcome of cytogenetic tests [17]. The latest
version of ISCN was published in 2009. ISCN has been
the gold standard of describing chromosome aberrations
for almost 40 years. The College of American Pathologists
(CAP) checklist and the American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) guidelines for cytogenetics indicate that
current ISCN must be used in clinical reports [18, 19].
2.2

Cytogenetic Test Results from ARUP
to Intermountain Healthcare

Intermountain Healthcare is a nonprot integrated
health care delivery system consisting of 22 hospitals, and
more than 130 outpatient clinics. Cytogenetic tests ordered by Intermountain physicians are performed by the
ARUP Laboratories. ARUP is a national clinical and
anatomic pathology reference laboratory owned by the
University of Utah [20].
Cytogenetic test results are transmitted electronically
from ARUP Laboratories to Intermountain Healthcare
through Health Level Seven (HL7) version 2.x messages.
HL7 version 2.x standards are the most widely implemented standards for healthcare data exchange in the
world. HL7 version 2.x denes a series of electronic messages to support administrative, logistical, nancial as
well as clinical processes [21]. Each HL7 version 2.x message is composed of a number of segments. Each segment
begins with a three-character literal value that identies it
within a message. For example, NTE represents a Notes
and Comments segment, which is used to transmit free
text notes and comments; OBX represents an Observation/Result segment, which is used to transmit a single
observation or observation fragment. A segment contains
a group of logically combined data elds. HL7 v2.x mostly
uses a textual, non-XML encoding syntax based on delimiters, such as | and .
After the cytogenetic test results are received electronically by Intermountain Healthcare, they are stored in Intermountain's Clinical Data Repository (CDR) [22]. However, the results are not sent in a coded and structured
format. The report is contained in an HL7 NTE segment
as a text blob, and is stored as narrative text in the CDR.
The test codes that are sent in the OBX-3 segment are
local codes; they are not mapped to LOINC. One reason
for this is that there are very few LOINC codes available
for coding cytogenetic tests and results. A second reason
is that the existing LOINC codes are not consistent with
how the ARUP cytogenetic tests are named or with how
the results are represented in actual reports [11]. For ex-
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ample, no LOINC code is available for representing the
cytogenetic test results that are expressed in ISCN.
2.3

HL7 Standard for Reporting Genetic
Test Results

HL7 approved a new implementation guide for electronic exchange of results of genetic variation tests called
the HL7 Version 2 Implementation Guide: Clinical Genomics; Fully LOINC-qualied Genetic Variation Model,
Release 1 in 2009 [23]. This guideline was sponsored by
the Clinical Genomics Work Group. The Genetic Variation Model contains a set of four nested LOINC panels;
the parent panel is Genetic Analysis Master Panel, which
has exactly one Genetic Analysis Summary Panel, and
zero-to-one Genetic Analysis Discrete Result Panel. The
Genetic Analysis Discrete Result Panel has zero-to-many
DNA Analysis Discrete Sequence Variation Panel.
Intermountain Healthcare and Partners Healthcare
Center for Personalized Genetic Medicine have developed
a pilot implementation of the guideline. The two organizations recently announced the rst transmission of a
coded and structured genetic test result sent electronically through the interface established between the two
institutions, with the result being stored as part of the
patient's EHR [24].
However, this HL7 standard and the implementation
eort are focused on reporting genetic test results performed using sequencing or genotyping technology for
the identication of DNA sequence variations contained
within a gene [23]. To our knowledge, no similar work
has been done or is ongoing for exchange of cytogenetic
test results. The development eort that we describe in
this article aims to ll the gap in existing standards for
cytogenetic test result reporting.

3

Formulation process

After receiving IRB approval, we obtained patient deidentied sample result reports for constitutional cytogenetics analyses from ARUP Laboratories. The sample result reports were chosen so they would cover tests that
were performed using dierent types of cytogenetic techniques including G-banding, FISH, and arr. The sample reports also represented a variety of results, including
normal, abnormal, and ndings of unknown clinical signicance. We also obtained test names from the ARUP
online test menu. We analyzed the sample result reports
and extracted a list of key data elements that existed in
the reports. Before we made any new LOINC terms, we
rst created information models that capture the semantic relationships of these data elements. The information
models were then used to guide the systematic creation of
the LOINC codes.
To ensure that the information models and the LOINC
codes that would be developed could be generalized to
other institutions besides ARUP, we contacted two other
EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4
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large cytogenetics laboratories in the country to request
the same variety of sample patient de-identied test names
and result reports from them. We received sample reports
from the Mayo Clinic Cytogenetics Laboratory (Mayo) as
well as the Emory Cytogenetics Laboratory (Emory). The
sample result reports for each laboratory were analyzed,
and their key data elements were also extracted. We evaluated the new data elements and new relationships that
were identied in the Mayo and Emory reports, which did
not exist in the ARUP reports, and analyzed whether the
information model required modication to accommodate
the new data elements.
After we had established the information models for
cytogenetic test results based on reports from these three
cytogenetics laboratories, we compared the cytogenetics
model with the HL7 V2 Genetic Variation model. The
goal was to reuse the common structure and the existing
LOINC codes that are dened in the Genetic Variation
model as much as possible.
In the end, we created proposed LOINC codes for
unique data elements that were contained in the cytogenetics models. Following the same strategy that was
used to develop the HL7 V2 Genetic Variation Model,
LOINC panel codes were created to represent the hierarchical structures implied by the reports. To avoid proposing creation of duplicate codes in the LOINC database,
the LOINC database was searched thoroughly beforehand,
and any potential matching codes were analyzed to see
whether they t our needs and should be reused. The
LOINC codes have been accepted by the LOINC Committee and are included in version 2.34 of the LOINC data
base that was released in December 2010.

4

because the version of a code system is part of the internal
structure of the HL7 coded with exception (CWE) data
type. Because of the changes in the ISCN coding system
over time, the receiving EHR system will also have to keep
the ISCN version number with cytogenetics test results it
stores in the CDR.

Model description

We created three information models based on the
sample clinical reports from ARUP, Mayo, and Emory cytogenetics laboratories. Figures 1 to 3 show the information models for conventional chromosome studies using Gbanding, FISH studies, and arr studies respectively. The
information models contain data elements such as chromosome analysis result and chromosome analysis overall
interpretation. We did not include the specimen type as
an attribute in the information models, since specimen is
represented by one of the six LOINC axes and the LOINC
code is carried in HL7's observation identier. We have
also excluded standard data elements, such as patient date
of birth, administrative sex, and specimen collection date,
which are a routine part of laboratory reporting, and are
carried by dedicated elds in segments that are a routine
part of an HL7 observation message, rather than as separate OBX segments identied with specialized LOINC
codes. Because ISCN descriptors can change over time,
accurate interpretation of cytopathology reports requires
knowledge of the ISCN version number used to generate
the report. We have not had to include the ISCN version
number in our information model for cytogenetics reports
EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4

Figure 1: Chromosome analysis G-banding panel.

We created a set of nested LOINC panel codes that
dene the hierarchical structure of the results. The overall parent is, Chromosome analysis master panel in Blood
or Tissue (LOINC # 62389-2). It contains three panels
which dene, respectively, the results of a G-Band, FISH
and arr study: Chromosome analysis panel in Blood or
Tissue by Banding (LOINC # 62355-3), Chromosome
analysis panel in Blood or Tissue by Fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) (LOINC # 62367-8) and Chromosome analysis microarray copy number change panel
in Blood or Tissue by arrCGH (arr) (LOINC # 623439). The LOINC terms within the each panel carry data
types, cardinalities and descriptions. For LOINC terms
that have categorical values, we also created pre-dened
answer lists. As shown in Figure 4, the chromosome analysis master panel contains at least one of the G-banding,
FISH, or arr copy number change panel, and a required
chromosome analysis summary panel. The master panel
allows the laboratory to report results of individual G-
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banding, FISH, or arr copy number change test results
alone, or as two or more of the three tests combined.
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known as Down syndrome). These are the two simplest
examples; the ISCN notation for arr copy number change
and FISH results can be quite lengthy and include precise
breakpoint designations at the detailed level of individual
base-pairs. For example, arr 20q13.2q13.33(51,001,87662,375,085)x1,22q13.33(48,533,211-49,525,263)x3 is an
ISCN notation for a microarray analysis that shows a single copy loss on 20q and a single copy gain on 22q [17].
In addition to the summary panel, G-banding, FISH,
and arr copy number change panels include discrete information that is specic to the technique. For example,
it is important to report the human reference sequence
assembly release number for an arr analysis. This indicates which version of the human assembly was used for
the analysis.

Figure 2: Chromosome analysis FISH panel.

The chromosome analysis summary panel must contain one chromosome analysis overall interpretation,
which is the overall interpretation of the test. A LOINC
answer list, whose values can be normal, abnormal,
or clinical signicance unknown, is provided with this
code. The master panel contains one genomic source class,
whose LOINC code has an answer list with coded values
such as germline, somatic, and prenatal. The summary panel may have zero to many genetic disease assessed elements, and an optional genetic analysis summary
report element. The summary report permits the lab to
send a traditional narrative report embedded in the message. The chromosome analysis summary panel beneath
the master panel will always report the overall summary
of the test results. If only one method (G-banding, FISH,
or arr) is used during the chromosome analysis, the optional chromosome analysis summary panel that is contained under each G-banding, FISH, or arr copy number
change panel should not be used. For a given test, if multiple methods are applied, then the chromosome analysis
summary panel at the higher level would allow an overall summary to be presented, and the chromosome analysis summary panel at the lower levels of each multiple
method will allow summary at individual levels to be reported. The summary panel must also contain a chromosome analysis result in ISCN expression; i.e., a cytogenetics test result dened in the ISCN syntax - which provides
precise, unambiguous descriptions of the cytogenetic ndings. For example: 46,XX, which indicates a normal
female; and 47,XY,+21, which indicates a male with
trisomy 21 (an extra copy of chromosome 21, commonly
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Figure 3: Chromosome analysis arr copy number change panel.

5

Validation through example

We formed HL7 version 2.5.1 standard messages based
on the LOINC codes that we developed to represent the
content of sample cytogenetic reports from three laboratories: ARUP, Emory, and Mayo. Figure 5 shows the
HL7 version 2.5.1 representation of the G-banding chromosome analysis report presented in Figure 6. Figure 7
shows the HL7 v2.5.1 message for the arr report of copy
number changes presented in Figure 8.
EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4
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3 holds the LOINC code for chromosome analysis overall
interpretation; the concept for Abnormal is placed in
OBX-5 as the value.
We picked 20 cytogenetics reports across a wide spectrum including FISH, G-banding, and arr to verify that
the proposed HL7 version 2 message had a place for expressing all of the most important information in these
reports. We dissected these result reports based on the
LOINC panels and codes. By dissecting these reports, we
were able to represent all of the key data elements contained in the result reports in coded and structured format
using the information models and the LOINC codes that
we developed.

Figure 4: Chromosome analysis master panel.

Figure 6:

Partial sample report of chromosome analysis G-

banding.

6

Discussion

The Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services stated at the American Health InformaIn a message, nested Observation Request (OBR) seg- tion Community (AHIC) meeting on September 12, 2006,
ments are used to reect the LOINC panel structures. . . . genomics will play an increasingly larger role in
OBRs are nested via links expressed in OBR-29-parent medicine, and now is the time to gure out how best to
eld, the same technique used in the HL7 implementation incorporate genetic information into e-health records, beguide for genetic variation results [23]. The LOINC codes fore multiple nonstandard approaches take hold [25]. A
contained in a panel correspond to the Observation (OBX) survey published in 2009 has identied lack of standards
segments. Each new panel of observations begins with an for data elements, terminology, structure, interoperability,
OBR segment that carries the LOINC code for that panel and clinical decision support rules as some of the major
and is followed by a series of OBX's, each of which car- barriers and challenges to the integration of genetic/geries the LOINC code (OBX-3 eld), and the value (OBX-5 nomic information with clinical data [9]. As information
eld). For example, to represent the overall interpretation and knowledge of genetics/genomics continue to rapidly
that the arr chromosome analysis test is abnormal: OBX- expand, providers will require point of care education and
Figure 5: Sample HL7 version 2 message for chromosome analysis G-banded test result.
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CDS system integrated into EHRs to remain current with
the best practice guidelines and to take full advantage of
genetic/genomic advances in medical practice. Our development eort has extended LOINC coverage for genetic
sequencing test results to cytogenetics. The information
models we created enable the transmission of structured
constitutional cytogenetic test results electronically from
the testing facilities to the ordering institution, for incorporation into the EHRs. Such integration could minimize
the opportunity for misinterpretation of the results. And
this can be done with existing HL7 messages and infrastructure.

en9

project are also made possible by such integration [27].
Easy to read (clinician friendly) reports may improve
patient care [28]. With structured and coded results, the
receiving systems can customize the content and format
of reports according to local preferences and the needs of
dierent target audiences. For example, information that
is most important to patient care such as results, clinical
relevance of the tests, and recommendations can be placed
at a prominent location in the report. Some laboratory
technical information that is of less interest to the clinicians, such as number of cells analyzed, may be placed
at a less prominent location in the report. In our LOINC
panels, we created a LOINC code recommended action,
and the LOINC answer list for this code includes three values: genetic counseling recommended, conrmatory testing recommended, additional testing recommended. This
structured and coded list is not part of the reports currently reported by the laboratories; we introduced this
code to the cytogenetics LOINC panels with the hope that
it would help promote clinician friendly reports.

Figure 7: Sample HL7 version 2 message for chromosome analysis arr copy number change test result.

The standardization of genomic data representation is
a vital component of a national CDS infrastructure to enable the widespread and consistent usage of genomic data
and the practice of personalized medicine [10]. The information models and the set of associated LOINC codes
that we created are an essential step toward the ecient
use of molecular cytogenetics data in health care, decision support and research. By integrating structured test
results and coded answers into a patient's EHR, best practice guidelines can be triggered for specic syndromes.
Through research that tracks patient outcomes which have
been correlated with genetic test results, we will be able
to learn the signicance of many kinds of ndings. Uniformly structured genetic test results that use standard
codes will enable the development and deployment of wellstructured, informed, patient-specic, and genetic test
specic education materials. The proper representation
of genetic results will also allow development of professional publications and other online resources that can be
delivered by the EHR to clinicians within the patient care
work ow through integration with the infobutton standard [21, 26]. Secondary use of the combination of genetic,
genomic, and clinical data as exemplied by the eMERGE
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Figure 8:

Partial sample report of chromosome analysis arr

copy number change.

6.1

Challenges in Naming Genetics Test
Orderable

Test order names are a special problem in genetics testing in general and molecular cytogenetics in particular
because dierent laboratories use dierent naming styles
and dierent names for the same meaning. For example, they variously use the syndrome name of interest, the
test methods, the target specimen, and/or the targeted
genome in their names. This situation creates a problem
for ordering clinicians because the actual testing varies
from laboratory to laboratory and within a single laboratory over time. NCBI is working to develop a database
that intends to capture the ne details of genetic test procedures by laboratory to ameliorate this problem. We do
not propose a set of standard names for genetic tests orEJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4
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ders in this proposal; rather, we propose a way to convey
all of the relevant information about the test that was
done and its results within the test report.
The severity of the problem with test order names
varies with the method type. The test order names for
a conventional banding technique are relatively consistent
across laboratories. For example, conventional karyotyping order names are usually based on specimen type, e.g.,
blood or amniotic uid. Order names for FISH tests vary
the most. Some laboratories ask the ordering providers to
rst choose Chromosome Analysis FISH-Metaphase test
on the test requisition form, and then provide a separate
menu for choosing syndromes and or probes of interest
(e.g., Williams syndrome, Cri-du-chat syndrome), but do
not ask the user to identify the particular genomic sequences of interest. Other laboratories use the syndrome
name, the method, and the genetic variation of interest,
to name their tests (e.g., Williams syndrome, 7q11.23
deletion, FISH and Cri-du-chat syndrome, 5p15.2 deletion, FISH are shown as two dierent test names) [29].
The rst approach, which names a test by independently
combining the important semantic parts at the time of
test order, could be described as a post-coordinated approach, and the second strategy of combining the various
parts into a single test name prior to ordering could be
described as a pre-coordinated approach. For the reporting of FISH test results, we chose the post-coordinated
approach, because it is simple and exible and requires
the fewest number of codes to express the essential nature
of the test. A zero-to-many FISH Probe Panel reports all
the FISH probes used in a FISH test.
Because arr testing targets the entire genome, the
naming of arr test orders is less complicated than for FISH
testing, and typically needs only the type of specimen precoordinated with the arr platform (usually commercially
purchased). The arr platforms do vary considerably by
laboratory so our proposed reporting specication requires
both the commercially obtained microarray platform and
its version number to be recorded.
One of the eorts of International Standard Cytogenomic Array Consortium (ISCA) is to develop recommendations for standards for the design, resolution and content of the cytogenomic arrays, and the design is intended
to be platform and vendor neutral [30]. And while the
three laboratories we worked with happened to use the
same arr platform, they have named their arr tests dierently, e.g., Genomic Microarray, U-Array Chip, Chromosomal Microarray, EmArray 60 K, and Array Comparative Genomic Hybridization (aCGH), Whole Genome,
Constitutional [31, 32, 33]. Without communication with
the cytogenetics laboratories, clinicians and patients will
not be able to determine whether these tests produce comparable results based on the test names alone. We created
a platform and vendor neutral LOINC code to represent
the arr test, chromosome analysis microarray copy number
change panel, and allow for the dierences in platforms to
be described within the result message.
We encourage laboratories to employ the panel names
EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4

we have proposed for organizing reports as order names
where they apply, but they can also continue to use their
local order names which will be included in OBR-4, Universal Service Identier, for linking the report to the originating order, but continuing eort in the cytogenetics industry to standardize cytogenomic array design and their
naming will be critical in improving interoperability in
ordering.
6.2

Limitations

Our analysis of cytogenetic test names and results was
not exhaustive. We requested sample reports and imports from additional cytogenetics laboratories, and received them from ARUP Laboratories, Emory Cytogenetics Laboratory, and Mayo Clinic Cytogenetics Laboratory.
These are large and representative cytogenetics laboratories, which are active members of ISCA. We believe the
information models and LOINC codes that we developed
based on the sample result reports from these three laboratories are applicable to cytogenetic result reports from
all other cytogenetic laboratories; evaluations including
more institutions will be needed to substantiate this assertion.

7

Conclusions

We have described how the LOINC codes for representing cytogenetics result reports were developed. The sample result reports can be dissected based on the LOINC
panel structures, and can then be transmitted through
HL7 v2.x messages in a coded and structured way using
these LOINC codes.
The proposed LOINC codes met our objective and will
allow the use of well established health informatics standards to exchange coded and structured cytogenetic test
results between testing laboratories and ordering institutions. Use of standard structures and terminologies for cytogenetic results is critical for eective communication between testing laboratories and clinicians. This minimizes
misinterpretation, leads to consistency, and provides the
EHR systems exibility in customizing report formats to
present more clinician-friendly reports.

8
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Abstract
Objective: The current process for reporting infectious disease in Korea is a complex workow based on manual entry
and verication of data and requires transmission of report via obsolete technologies such as FAX. As such, it incurs
unnecessary time and eort that hinder real time monitoring of epidemic outbreak. Further, the lack of standardized
coding of data in the report makes it dicult to manage and analyze the data from dierent sources. We propose an
interoperable infectious disease reporting system based on HL7 standards that simplies the reporting workow and
enables near real time reporting in Korea. Method: We rst analyze the current process of infectious disease reporting
in Korea and identify its shortcomings in detail. Next we analyze KRFID (Korea Report Form of Infectious Disease)
and related regulations to draw a data architecture design. Finally we take existing HL7 CDA implementation guides
such as PHIN and Healthcare Associated Infection (HAI) Reports Template and conduct a comparative analysis to
derive our design of CDA. Result: The nal design of CDA consists of Patient and Infection sections. The Patient
section includes 4 entries and the Patient section has 6 entries. KRFID is composed of 24 data items, of which 14 are
included in the CDA header and the other in the body. The value of each entry is encoded using either SNOMED-CT or
LOINC. Conclusion: The system we developed enables fast reporting by eliminating unnecessary workload and delays.
In the reporting process, the steps for manual entry, printing a form, and sending it via FAX at healthcare providers
can be omitted and the procedure in which employees at Regional Health Centers manually enter data through KCDC
web portal can also be removed. The system also oers interoperability by using international standards. Specically,
we adopted HL7 CDA for the report form and LOINC and SNOMED-CT for encoding data. Finally, due to the
regulatory requirement that all infectious disease reports should be documented and archived, the adoption of CDA
as the electronic format of KRFID satises the regulation as well as the need for real time monitoring of infectious
diseases in Korea.
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1

Introduction

to Regional Health Centers and back to KCDC (Korea
Centers for Disease Control & Prevention) ).

Due to advanced means of transportation and urbanization of societies, the spread of infectious diseases gets
faster and faster nowadays and the importance of real time

Although a recent eort to modernize the process in-

monitoring of such diseases becomes even bigger to pre-

cludes a web portal at KCDC allows that the reporting

vent disastrous pandemic. At present, the regulatory pro-

from Health Centers to KCDC can be done via internet,

cess for reporting diagnosed infectious diseases in Korea

yet it requires manual entry of data, failing to use avail-

[1] involves manual entry of data, paper-based reporting

able electronic health records (EHRs).

formats, obsolete delivery methods such as FAX, and a

contribute to delayed reports and prevention of eective

redundant two stage reporting (from healthcare providers

and real time monitoring of infectious diseases.
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is as follows. First, a physician upon detecting of an infectious disease reports to the QI (quality improvement)
department.

Second, the sta of the QI department re-

views and conrms the report. Third, the QI department
reports it to a Regional Health Center, using a fax, an
e-mail or a paper format. Next, the Regional Health Center sends the report to the KCDC. The whole process is
illustrated in Figure 1.
Next we analyze KRFID (Korea Report Form of Infec-

Figure 1: Workow of infectious diseases report
Another problem with the current reporting process is
that there is no regulatory requirement about the terminology and coding system for data included in the reports
and it makes hard to process and analyze the data. The
regulation also requires that all reports must be archived
in the paper form at Regional Health Centers which should
be taken into consideration in the design of new system.
In this paper, we design a new electronic infectious
disease reporting system that addresses all the above issues with the current reporting process. The system oers
a high level of interoperability by adopting international
standards including HL7 CDA [2], SNOMED-CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine  Clinical Terms)
[3], and LOINC (Logical Observation Identiers Names
and Codes) [4]. It is anticipated that the new system can
help establishing a new regulatory process for infectious

tious Disease) [5] and related regulations to draw a data
architecture design. There are 2 types of public health reporting (immediately and within 7days). And each type
has a report form. In this paper, we are handle the immediately reporting type that requires near real time reporting.
Finally we take existing HL7 CDA implementation
guides such as Healthcare Associated Infection (HAI) Reports Template [6] and Consolidated CDA Templates [7]
and conduct a comparative analysis to derive our design of
CDA. Table 1 lists the data items of KRFID and CDA location. The data items are coded using either LOINC that
is a database and universal standard for identifying medical laboratory observations; or SNOMED-CT that is a
systematically organized computer processable collection
of medical terminology covering most areas of clinical information such as diseases, ndings, procedures, microorganisms, pharmaceuticals etc.

disease reporting and reduces the cost and time for endto-end reporting, leading to eective and near real time

Table 1: Lists the data items of KRFID and CDA location

Data items

monitoring and surveillance of infectious diseases.

CDA location

Name
Parent name
Social security number
Phone number
Gender
Address

CDA head

Zip code
Facility code
Doctor name
Facility name
Director of Facility
Patient occupation
Name of disease
Onset date
Diagnosis date
Test result
Patient type

CDA body

Contact with
Infection location
Reason of death

Figure 2: CDA KRFID

2

Methods

Remarks

3

Results

We rst analyze the current process of infectious dis-

We started with the list of data items dened by the

ease reporting in Korea and identify its shortcomings in

PHIN messaging guideline, which is compared with that

detail.

of KRFID. We rst noted that insurance-related data are

The regulatory procedure for reporting in Korea

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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not required by KRFID, which are, therefore, removed

in the city of Daegu, Korea, who visited Kyung-puk hos-

from out list.

pital on January 1st, 2012 and was diagnosed a cholera.

Table 2: Data items coded using LOINC

Data items

LOINC codes

Name of disease

29308-4 / Diagnosis

Problem location

56824-6 / Problem location

Remarks

51855-5 / NOTE

Figure 3 is the CDA header and Figure 4 is the CDA
body showing entries of diagnosis and laboratory test result only, omitting the rest for presentation purpose.

Table 3: Data items coded using SNOMED-CT

We next applied LOINC to code the newly added data

Data items

SNOMED-CT codes

Patient occupation

184104002 / Patient occupation

items. Codes for only three data items (name of disease,

Status

391741014 / Status

problem location, and remarks) were found in LOINC,

Patient care status

447503010 / Patient care status

which and their corresponding LOINC codes are listed in

Test result

2550471015 / Laboratory test result

Table 2. For those data items that could not be LOINC-

Contact with

20251010 / Contact with

coded, we applied SNOMED-CT. These data items include patient status, patient care status, test result and
contact with. Table 3 lists the data items and their corresponding SNOMED-CT codes.

Figure 4: CDA Body
Figure 3: CDA Header
The HL7 CDA developed in this study contains two

4

Discussion

sections: infection and patient. The infection section consists of four entries and the patient section has six entries.

The system we developed enables fast reporting by

KRFID has 24 data items, 14 of them are included in the

eliminating unnecessary workload and delays. In the re-

CDA header and 10 of them included in the CDA body.

porting process, the steps for manual entry, printing a

Table 4 presents the sections and entries of the CDA we

form, and sending it via FAX at healthcare providers can

developed. The name of disease, test result and infection

be omitted and the procedure in which employees at Re-

location commonly include onset date, diagnosis date and

gional Health Centers manually enter data through KCDC

travel period as eectiveTime. Since the reporting system

web portal can also be removed. Figure 5 presents the new

only considers information on patients and their diseases,

workow of infectious disease reporting based on CDA.

the CDA entry type is xed to be observation. We applied SNOMED-CT to encode values.

The system also oers interoperability by using international standards. Specically, we adopted HL7 CDA for

Fig 2 illustrates a CDA example to report a case of a

the report form and LOINC and SNOMED-CT for encod-

patient named Hong Kil-doing, a student at age 23, living

ing data. Finally, due to the regulatory requirement that

EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4
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Table 4: CDA section and entry

Section

Entry

Remarks

Patient occupation
Patient

Patient status
Death observation
Reason of death

Infection

Name of disease

Includes Onset date as eectiveTime

Test result

Includes Diagnosis date as eectiveTime

Patient type
Contact with
Infection location

Includes Travel priod as eectiveTime

Remarks

all infectious disease reports should be documented and
archived, the adoption of HL7 CDA as the electronic format of KRFID satises the regulation as well as the need
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Abstract

In this article we present an answer to the question how dicult might it be, to dene a working CDA report that
fullls the requirements of the Austrian specications of the nationwide electronic health record called ELGA. We chose
the results of standardized cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET) results as an example document. We therefore
analyzed existing documentation and interviewed sport scientists and medical doctors to nd out how this type of
medical documentation is best structured and what data must be and can optionally be included. We then worked out
the appropriate elements of a CDA report for levels 2 and 3. Only one adaptation had to be made to the ocial Austrian
health records stylesheet, which was necessary to be able to integrate scalable vector graphic (SVG) images. After
this project we can conclude, that the time and technical eort to construct documents for the nationwide Austrian
electronic health record is quite little. The biggest problem still might be to obtain a consensus of all involved parties
when trying to dene an ocial report, which was not necessary in our case
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1

Introduction

ments in these health records will be formatted according
to CDA release 2. All documents in the ELGA must have

Beginning with mid 2013 the Austrian minister of

a maximum level of compatibility. Therefore the agency

health will introduce a nation wide electronic health

in Austria to coordinate and facilitate the implementa-

record

Gesundheit-

tion  former ARGE ELGA, meanwhile called ELGA

sakte" or short ELGA). This is one of the cornerstones of

GmbH [3]  releases central implementation guidelines and

the Austrian eHealth strategy [1]. It will start with only

stylesheets. This is valid for at least the header section of

a few core applications like medication, and will be ex-

the documents. The bodies of the employed documents,

panded during the following years with more aspects like

the medical contents themselves, must be consistent with

laboratory results, radiology records, vaccination record,

nationally harmonized implementation guidelines, which

etc.

are to be derived from international guidelines.

(in

German

called

"Elektronische

The ELGA will be based on international standards

This model enables interested parties, to develop na-

like HL7/CDA, LOINC and IHE proles like XDS. Docu-

tionwide harmonized report and document denitions for

EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 16
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each and every necessary or interesting medical case. The

oratory report for the Austrian health care system  ad-

current ELGA model in Austria can also be seen and

dendum to the implementation guideline" [4] for the struc-

used as a toolbox, where you can get reference standards,

turing of the diagnostic ndings according to CDA level 2

implementation guides, etc., pick the appropriate header

and 3.

parts, dene body elements according to the data to be
stored and develop stylesheets to display the data correctly.

2.1

In this project we also enforced this strategy. We set
our goal to nd out, how easy or tricky it would be to generate a new sort of document that would be suitable to
be integrated into the Austrian nationwide health record.
We looked to choose a domain where there was no active
development or already published standard available to
date.

Human readable vs. machine readable:
CDA Level 2 or Level 3

CDA documents must be readable for human readers
as a matter of principle. This is basically valid for all contents that have been signed and authorized by the creator.
Technically, this has been implemented via the so called
CDA text level ("Level 1") and section level ("Level 2").
Additionally, CDA documents can also contain coded

1.1

Cardiopulmonary Exercise Testing
(CPET)

parts that are meant for further automated machine processing, e.g.

for the automatic generation of diagrams

from data coming from ndings that had been created
at dierent points in time, like trends.

These machine

One domain that might be of interest  but is de-

readable parts are technically placed in the so called CDA

nitely not a typical core application of health records  are

entry level ("Level 3") as a part of the documented nd-

cardiopulmonary exercise tests, that give answers to ques-

ings.

tions about how capable a patient is to perform sportive
activity that might require endurance.
During medical or sport scientic performance analysis tests on healthy subjects, athletes or patients, several
physiological parameters are collected with dierent measurement instruments to be able to judge the performance
and/or training state of the specic subject.

Relevant

physiological performance parameters are amongst others e.g. the heart rate (HR), blood lactate concentration
(LaC) and spirometric data like
output (V

CO2 )

O2

intake (V

O2 ), CO2

and total ventilation (VE), to name only

a few.
Based on these parameters algorithms should be able
to calculate so called individual aerobic and anaerobic
thresholds.

Since these thresholds are the results of a

highly dynamical system  the human body during exercise  there are several algorithms available that might
also yield dierent results.
The results of the analysis of these parameters and
thresholds are the foundation for a decision about therapies in case of health problems (like intensity and amount
of movement therapy) or about training suggestions for an
aimed increase of physical performance ability for athletes
or more generally, active persons.

2

Methods

The header on the one hand contains administrative
data, like common information about the document, personal data of the patient, etc. and on the second hand is
used partly also as a source for meta data, that are necessary for the registration of the document in the ELGA.
The header of our document has already been designed to
be compatible with the to date published documents of
the ELGA. The relevant parts for the ndings of the cardiopulmonary exercise tests are contained in the so called
body of the document.
The specication at hand for these ndings has been
developed in cooperation with the sport scientic laboratory of the Graz University of Applied Sciences.

Ad-

ditionally medical doctors for sports medicine have been
interviewed, to validate the documentation contents. The
whole project was carried out at our department in collaboration with students. The project was basically divided
into two phases: rst, the determination of relevant data
and second, the development of the guideline itself.
In the rst phase, we interviewed several sport scientists and analyzed current documentation of cardiopulmonary exercise tests. Since not every sport scientic laboratory uses the same equipment, the data being collected
is quite dierent, in terms of which data is being collected
at all.

Some are measuring only the heart rate, others

additionally blood lactate, more rarely spirometric data
is collected too. Starting with these raw values, the ques-

This document contains a draft specication of the

tioned individual aerobic and anaerobic thresholds can be

contents of the diagnostic ndings for a cardiopulmonary

calculated. All these data had to be coded according to

exercise test.

the requirements of HL7. The results and details of this

The draft focuses on possibly becoming a

part of the Austrian health record currently in development.

In the second phase of the project, the coded ele-

There a two ocial main foundations for this document.

work will be reported in section 3.

First, the central document "Implementation

ments were structured and combined in our implementation guideline.

In the end, we had to adapt the more

Guideline for CDA documents of the Austrian health care

general XSL- and XSD-documents a little to be able to

system" [2]. And second, we chose to use the "CDA lab-

present our specic CDA-reports properly.

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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For our cardiopulmonary exercise test reports the following documents are of primary interest as a foundation:



CDA documents for the Austrian health care system
 implementation guideline:

basic guideline about



document format (typeId)



document-ID (id)



code for the condentiality of this document (condentialityCode)

the structure of CDA documents in Austria (in the



following briey called CDA-guideline) [2]



CDA laboratory report for the Austrian health care
system  addendum to the implementation guideline:

extends the CDA-guideline with those spec-

ications that are necessary for the creation of a

code for language in which the document had been
written (languageCode)

The following paragraphs describe the header elements
that we had to dene ourselves. All of the elements following in this section are also part of the document header:

laboratory report as a CDA document (laboratoryguideline) [4]



ELGA

Template

reference

stylesheet

1.01.009

RC:

basic

stylesheet for the human readable presentation of
CDA documents in a browser (CDA-style) [5]

3

(ClinicalDocument/templateId)

The

template denes the sum of limitations of this specication in relation to the CDA R2 standard. Because ndings
of cardiopulmonary exercise tests are currently not seen as
a part of the ELGA, we are not able to give a specic definition of the "templateId". Probably, the "templateId"

Results

of CDA documents coming from cardiopulmonary exercise tests will also be included in the structure of ELGA

In this section we present and discuss the possible con-

core application Ids, like it is stated in the CDA-guideline,

tents of a CDA document for cardiopulmonary exercise

section 6.2.5.

test results. For every single test result section we identi-

Optionality: [R] [1..1]

ed and documented the following information:

Document class (ClinicalDocument/code)



denition of the data to be stored



design of a possible later presentation in the browser



possible coding of the data in the CDA document
(example of structure)  for CDA level 2 and level 3
respectively



The

document class we use for our reports is the one of the
PERSONAL HEALTH MONITORING REPORT.

Optionality: [R] [1..1]
Document

title

(ClinicalDocument/title)

The

title of the document can be freely chosen by the docu-

possibly a necessary adaptation of the existing XSL
document (for the human readable presentation in
the browser)

ment creator and describes the kind of document in more
details. The meaning of the title has to be chosen according to the document classes. In most cases the title will
be e.g. "Cardiopulmonary Exercise Test".

To be able to report about our CDA implementation

Optionality: [R] [1..1]

on only a few pages, a lot of information had to be omitted in this report.

A more detailed version is available

from the corresponding author. In the following subsec-

Document
date
(ClinicalDocument/eectiveTime) The date of the creation of the document. The

tions and paragraphs we will basically only describe the

moment in time, when the document had been edited the

kind and amount of data that has to be stored to rep-

last time.

resent a complete cardiopulmonary exercise test result.

Optionality: [R] [1..1]

We at least describe how we would suggest to code the
data respectively, but have to omit every detail about the
browser presentation or the actual coding in CDA level 2
or level 3.

3.1

guideline a versioning is required for all documents.

Optionality: [RO]

CDA Header

Many elements in the header section of a valid CDA
document are already predened in the ocial Austrian
CDA-guideline mentioned earlier in this report.

All of

these elements are also marked as required in the header
and will not be further described. These elements are:



the root element



the realm of the document (realmCode)

EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 16

Versioning of the document (setId und versionNumber) According to the specications in the CDA-

Patient

(ClinicalDocument/recordTarget)

To

represent the patient, we adapt the specications and
structures from the laboratory-guideline (section 5.3.1 patient). To be able to specify a possible sport club where
a patient could be a member of, the element "patientRole"
can be extended by an element "providerOrganization".
This element is subject to the specications of the CDAguideline (5.11.1  POCD_MT000040.Organization).

Optionality: [R] [1..1]
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Creator of the document (ClinicalDocument/author) Here again, we take the specication and struc-

3.2.1

General data of the examination

ture from the CDA-guideline (6.3.2  creator of the document). The author is the very person, who has authored

Opt

Element

Description

the content of the document, not necessarily its writer

[R]

date

date of the examination

(i.e. the author is the person who dictates a document,

[R]

protocol

how has the examination taken

whereas the writer would be the person who types it).

place, which performance protocol

Optionality: [R] [1..*]

had been used
[R]

parameter

which

examinations

had

been

done

Custodian of the document (ClinicalDocument/custodian) In each document it has also to be stated

3.2.2

Personal data

which organization is responsible for the custody and storage, including the archiving, etc. of the document. Also

Opt

Element

Description

here, we take the specication and structure from the

[R]

height

physical height

CDA-guideline (6.3.4  custodian of the document).

[R]

weight

physical weight

Optionality: [R] [1..1]

[RO]

BMI

body mass index

[O]

bodyfat

the total bodyfat of the patient

The body mass index can be calculated from the physi-

Legal Authenticator (ClinicalDocument/legalAuthenticator) The legal authenticator is the person

cal height in centimeters and weight of a body in kilograms
and is dened as

who takes over the legal responsibility of the contents of
the document.

BM I =

This is also not necessarily the author.

weight
height2

(1)

Again we borrow the specication and structure from the
CDA-guideline (6.3.6 - legal authenticator).
The problem with the element bodyfat is that the

Optionality: [R] [1..1]

value can vary extremely, depending on which measurement method had been used.

Service Events (ClinicalDocument/documentationOf/serviceEvent) The element "documentationOf", represents the actual health care service, that
is being represented in the document. This element is in
a close relationship with the document type:

with this

element the health care service can be specied, but it

3.2.3

Opt

Element

[R]

heartrate

heartrate 3 minutes after stop

[R]

relative

fraction of heartrate after stop

must not lead to a contradiction with the document type.
Here we borrow the specication and structure from the

[R]

CDA-guideline (6.5.1 - service events).

CDA Body

Description

per-

formance

to maximum heartrate

relative max-

relative

imum perfor-

mance in relation to the body

maximum

perfor-

mance

weight

[R]

blood lactate

resting blood lactate level

[RO]

maximum

maximum

oxygen

liter/minute

Optionality: [O] [0..*]

3.2

Calculated Values

oxygen

intake

in

intake
In the body we place all the elements that contain the
real data from the cardiopulmonary exercise tests and its
results, whereas the header mainly comprises meta data
for the document itself.

[RO]

maximum

relative maximum oxygen in-

relative oxy-

take in ml/kg/min

gen intake

The contents of these elements

now, are the results from our investigation of documen-

In this section one can nd rather self explanatory ele-

tation coming from cardiopulmonary exercise testings for

ments, that are either direct results of measurements, like

performance analysis.

We discussed these ndings with

the heartrate three minutes after stopping and the resting

several sport scientic laboratories and medical sta, to

blood lactate level, or that had to be calculated or set in

gain a more common view on the necessities of the docu-

relation to other values, like the relative maximum oxygen

mentation.

intake, that depends on the bodyweight.

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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3.2.4

3.2.5

Thresholds and maximum values

Opt

Element

Description

[R]

maximum

maximum performance, maxi-

performance

mum heartrate and maximum
lactate

[R]

aerobic

performance,

heartrate

threshold

blood lactate at the aerobic

[R]

heartrate

Opt

Element

Description

[R]

interval

development

training

specic endurance

endurance

mixture of aerobic and anaero-

method

bic energy supply

[R]

and

threshold
anaerobic

performance,

threshold

blood lactate at the anaerobic

of

competition

intensive
[R]

and

threshold

Training intervals

[R]

endurance

development of the anaerobic

method

threshold

medium

mance level)

endurance

development and stabilization

method

of fundamental endurance

(endurance

perfor-

extensive
[R]

endurance

support of recovery process

method
regenerative
There are very many possibilities to calculate or estimate both, the aerobic and the anaerobic threshold. For
this guideline we have only dened a few codes to specify
the methods of computation and protocols.

See subsec-

tion 3.2.7 for a coarse overview of our dened codes. For
further methods of calculation or performance test protocols, additional codes must be specied. An expression
of this element with sample values can be seen in Figure
1. Since our stylesheet has been developed for the Austrian health record and there is currently no automated
multi-language support, the output is available in German
language only, but a coarse description in English is given
in the caption of the gure.

Based on the results of the cardiopulmonary exercise
test, sport scientists or doctors are able to suggest training intervals for the patients or athletes. In CDA level 3
we represent these suggested training intervals with the
element "referenceRange". The suggested training duration is represented via the element "eectiveTime" with
separate values for "high" and "low". In case a training
duration is or should not be given for a certain training interval the "eectiveTime" element remains empty. Figure
2 shows some sample values for this CDA body element.
Note that the stylesheet also produces some explanations
for the values, including literature references for better
human readability.

These explanations can be seen just

beneath the table. Again, this gure is available in German only, but an English description is given its caption.

3.2.6

Raw data

The raw data values section comprises all measured
values during the whole cardiopulmonary exercise test.

Figure 1: An example of the output of our stylesheet (available
in German only) for the CDA body element "thresholds and
maximum values". The three columns with numbers display
values for the actual performance power, the heartrate and the
blood lactate level calculated at dierent performance levels
(rows), like maximum level, at a blood lactate of 2 mmol/l, at
the individual aerobic threshold (LTP1), at a blood lacate level
of 4 mmol/l, at the individual anaerobic threshold (LPT2) and
via the heartrate deection.

EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 16

That can well be several hundred values, since e.g.

the

heartrate is typically measured every 5 seconds, and such
tests take about 10 to 20 minutes.

Most often, several

physical parameters are collected in parallel, also at different intervals. These data are stored dierently in CDA
level 2 and level 3: we refrain from storing individual values in level 2  only a single image containing the plots of
all parameters is stored, while in level 3 the values of all
parameters are coded machine readable.
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3.2.7

PerformanceCDA codes (LCDAC)

Due to the fact that not all relevant examinations can
be covered by an existing LOINC code, we had to make up
our own codes for certain areas. When performance tests
and their results should be comparable, one has to specify
exactly what so called "protocol" had been used during
the test (e.g.

in which step sizes after which duration

had the performance been increased?)

and which algo-

rithm had been used to calculate the individual thresholds.

Since the number of algorithms and protocols is

very exhausting, we can only give a coarse categorization
of our dened codes here. We divided the codes into the
following groups:

Figure 2: The element "training intervals" lled with sample
values and illustrated via our stylesheet. It gives recommendations in the form of heart rate ranges and training durations
for dierent types of training. The German text beneath the
table gives the human reader some explanations of the data
above, including e.g. a literature reference. The second and
third column shows the suggested heartrate and the duration
of the specic training method, respectively. The ve rows
correspond with the ve elements of the table at beginning of
section 3.2.5.
According to the general Austrian stylesheet it is pos-

Group

Description

10.xx

Heart

20.xx

Oxygen intake

30.xx

Performance

40.1x

Threshold, aerobic

40.2x

Threshold, anaerobic

60.xx

Training recommendations

100.xx

Performance test protocol

To our best knowledge, also other established coding
systems like the ICD CPT 94620/94621 code sets only give
a coarse picture of which parameters had been obtained
but can not included details about the specic realization
of the test itself that is necessary to interpret the results
correctly.

Anyway, these codes could be specied addi-

tionally in future versions of this CDA.

4

Discussion

sible to include such images in a CDA document. In this
case it seems to us, that an adaptation of this general

In this article we present the results of a project. The

stylesheet would be advisable, since it is not able to dis-

aim of the project was to give an answer to the question

play SVG-images (scalable vector graphics). SVGs enable

how dicult might it be, to dene a working CDA report

users to zoom in at all levels of highly detailed data with-

that fullls the requirements of the Austrian specications

out getting a blurred image.

of the nationwide electronic health record called ELGA.

Example adaptations that

would at least be necessary are given in Listing 1.

An

example of an included image can be seen in Figure 3.

Given the frameworks and existing guidelines from the
ELGA GmbH it turned out to be quite simple, as long as
you work out a detailed enough specication the data of
concern. Experts in this working area turned out to be in-

Opt

Element

Description

[O]

image

a plot of all values is optional,
since all individual values are
coded in CDA level 3

[R]

heartrate

individual
heartrate

values
must

be

of
coded

the
in

CDA level 3
[RO]

spirometric

individual values of the spirom-

data

etry must be coded in CDA
level 3, when a spirometry had
been done

[RO]

blood lactate

individual values of the blood
lactate must be coded in CDA
level 3, when blood lacate had
been measured

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.

valuable helpers, when it comes to dene the data needed
and also the need of structure within these data. We began by taking e.g. some old  sometimes even handwritten
 documents and analyzed them, including hints of sport
scientists and doctors while reading the documentation
(i.e.

to get an explanation of which part of the data is

really important).
Once the data and structure is worked out, the single
elements can be quite easily dened. Most of the elements
we needed to display in a browser later to more or less exactly represent the old documentation, were already contained in the public available CDA-stylesheet. Only one
adaptation had to be done from our side, which was necessary to be able to integrate scalable vector graphic (SVG)
images in the CDA.
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Listing 1: In order to be able to insert SVG images (scalable vector graphics) into the document the stylesheet had to be
extended with this little XML segment
< x s l : i f t e s t=" // n 1 : o b s e r v a t i o n M e d i a [ @ID=\$imageRef ] / n 1 : v a l u e [ @mediaType=' image / svg+xml ' ] ">
<br c l e a r=" a l l " />
<x s l : e l e m e n t name="embed">
< x s l : a t t r i b u t e name=" s r c ">d a t a :
<x s l : v a l u e − o f s e l e c t=" // n 1 : o b s e r v a t i o n M e d i a [ @ID=\$imageRef ] / n 1 : v a l u e /@mediaType" /> ; base64 ,
<x s l : v a l u e − o f s e l e c t=" // n 1 : o b s e r v a t i o n M e d i a [ @ID=\$imageRef ] / n 1 : v a l u e " />
</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
</ x s l : e l e m e n t>
</ x s l : i f >

Figure 3: Example of an image included in the CDA document. Here, e.g. blood lactate (blue) and the heart rate (red) is
plotted against the time. One can see the typical increase in both parameters  linear with a little knee for the heart rate and
exponential for blood lactate  while increasing performance.

The next steps might be to try to really integrate this
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Abstract
Objectives: The concept of the study was to investigate the possibility of HL7 CDA implementation in the environment
with no EHR system. The potential business and operational limitations were taken into account. Methods: The
standalone diagnostic report editor has been chosen as a proof-of-concept prototype for such implementation. The
detailed functional requirements have been dened. Results: The prototype has been developed as a single HTML le,
containing Javascript code and embedding CDA XML template, CDA XML schema denition and XSL transformation.
Conclusions: The HL7 CDA based solution can be implemented in the environment with no EHR system. The concept
of the standalone report editor has been proven as possible and reasonable.
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1

Introduction

The Health Level Seven Clinical Document Architecture (HL7 CDA) [1,2] is commonly accepted as the standard of electronic clinical document, but its use is rather
limited to the well-developed countries. One of the obvious limitations to its widespread global use is relatively
low number of EHR systems implemented in some countries or regions. EHR systems are often perceived as
too expensive for small medical service providers, which
results in paper based cooperation between health care
providers possessing EHR systems and their smaller partEJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4

ners, like subcontractors of specialized medical services.
The usual process is that the health care provider issues
an order, including the referral document in paper form,
to be realized by the subcontractor and then the service
report document is delivered, again in paper form, to the
referring organization. Both documents have to be delivered by patient. Additionally, the business requires that
the subcontractor reports the service performance to the
ordering organization in parallel process, often not supported by any system. The common worldwide practice
of HL7 CDA implementation for referral documents [3, 4]
assumes that both, the health care provider and its subcontractor, use the EHR system.

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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2

Objectives

 The report document, prelled with (some) header

data, is edited by the service performer, but the
amount of data required to be entered by the user,
is minimal.

Our concept was to investigate the possibility of fully
interoperable implementation of HL7 CDA at small medical service provider organization, which has no EHR system implemented, to allow operational exchange of electronic medical documents with bigger partner with implemented EHR system. The investigation should take into
account potential business or organizational limitations,
which such implementation might face.
To prove the reason and possibility of the concept, we
dened the objective of our work as to design the CDA
document structure and to develop the prototype of standalone CDA document editor as a proof-of-concept. The
proposed solution should meet the following criteria:

 After completion of the report, the nal document

is visualized in read-only mode for authentication.

 The generated report document is CDA-conformant.
 Both documents, the referral and the report, can be

validated against CDA schema denition.

 The report document can be printed.
 The report document is stored in the local le sys-

tem.

 minimum cost of software purchase and external ser-

 The new version of the report document can be gen-

vices,

erated based on the report document opened from
the local le system.

 no database system,
 no online connection during patient visit and docu-

ment issue,

 no need of integration with any other systems,
 full compliance with the CDA standard and best

practice of CDA implementation,

We assumed that both CDA documents, the referral
and the report, will be delivered electronically by free to
choose method, not supported by our prototype. The documents will be conformant to the HL7 CDA Release 2.

4

Results

The functional architecture of the prototype of Diagsions, no templates or proles agreed with the refer- nostic Report Editor is shown as Figure 1. The diagram
ring health care provider (intended recipient of the also documents the implemented data ow between the
Referral document, the Report Text Editor and the rereport),
sulting Report document. The Referral document is a
 maximum use of data from available sources to mini- source of data related to patient, to referring health care
malize the amount of data being entered by the user. provider and to ordered medical service. The Report Template is a source of data related to service performer and
represented organization.
3 Methods
The CDA design of the Report document has been
shown
in Table 1. All CDA header values originate from
Diagnostic ultrasound has been chosen as an example
the
Referral
document or from the Report Template, exof medical service, which may be ordered by health care
cept
the
current
date and extensions for document idenprovider using the EHR system, but performed by subtiers,
which
are
generated by the script. Some of the
contractor possessing no EHR system of its own.
prelled values can be edited in the Report Editor. The
To support the electronic exchange of medical and only value in whole document, which cannot be prelled
business information between two partners, we have spec- by the system, is the actual text of the report, expected
ied the following functional requirements for standalone to be entered by the Report document author.
editor of diagnostic ultrasound service report:
The Report document will be conformant to the HL7
CDA
standard on level 2, because we assume that all
 Any CDA-conformant referral document can be
system
interpretable data will be contained in the CDA
opened from the local le system and visualized.
Header of the document. The structured body section
 The header data from the referral document are used will consist of the title and text elements, both lled in
to create (part of) the header data for the report with human readable content only. However, there is no
concept-related limitation to the potential use of the condocument.
tent based on clinical statements and upgrade to the level
 The congurable template of report document de- 3 of the CDA. It would just require more complex functermines the XML structure of CDA document and tionality of the Report Text Editor.
is a source of the header data related to the diagOur prototype will process the Referral document on
nostic service performer.
any level of the CDA. If the Referral document is on level
 interoperability based on CDA only, with no exten-
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3, the prototype is able to interpret the ordered procedure data and to include it to the service event element
of the Report document. If there is no such data, the diagnostic service performer will be expected to ll in the
appropriate elds using the Report Text Editor.
The Report document content will be constrained by
the Report Template, except the constraints for the PatientRole and InFulllmentOf.Order elements which derive from the Referral document and should be dened by
its originator.
All dened functional requirements for the Diagnostic
Report Editor have been implemented. Its user interface
consists of two screens: the Referral Viewer (see Figure 2)
and the Report Text Editor (see Figure 3). Both components use the same XSL transformation, formatting the
XML CDA-conformant documents for presentation [5, 6].
To avoid the need of exchange of CDA document together
with XSL le, we have decided to use our own XSL formatting of the CDA document, ignoring the xml-stylesheet
processing instruction, if used in the Referral document.
However, the original style sheet denition appearing in
the Referral document will be copied into the Report document, assuming that the system of the referring health
care provider will use the same XSL transformation for
both documents. The nalized Report document is visualized for authentication (see Figure 4).
The prototype has been developed using open source
components only, and does not require any commercial
software to run, except Microsoft Windows operating system. The solution consists of single HTML le containing
Javascript code [7]. The script uses jQuery library for all
operations on XML structures and HTML elements. The
jQueryUI library is used to generate and manage the user
interface elements, and moment.js for date format conversion. The HTML le embeds XSL transformation, CDA
XML template and CDA XML schema denition, all of
them in the form of base64-encoded strings. Operational
parameters related to the context of document issue are
registered using Internet Explorer User Data persistence
mechanism. The CSS style sheets containing user interface display elements and layouts are embedded in the
same single HTML le. The prototype has been tested in
Microsoft Windows environment using Internet Explorer
version 7, 8 and 9.

4.1 Object identiers
The assumed lack of EHR system and lack of any other
database, results in some diculties with proper assignment of global object identiers (OID), which is important
element of best practice of HL7 CDA implementation [8].
There are three groups of the OID processed by our prototype:
First, the OIDs being assigned by the referring organization, like PatientRole identier. It is required by the
standard and should be understood as the patient identier assigned by the health care provider organization,
but not necessarily the organization providing the particEJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4

ular service being documented by the CDA document. In
our case we used the PatientRole.id assigned by the referring health care provider organization and taken from the
Referral document together with other patient data.
The second group are the OIDs related to the diagnostic service performer. To secure global uniqueness of those
identiers, we need an external service provided by the
third party, for assigning the OIDs to objects contained
in the Report Template. Thus, our solution requires the
registration procedure for new and modied Report Templates. Every potential user of our Report Editor will be
required to ll in the registration form with his or her
personal data and data of the represented organization, if
applicable. The third party system assigns the relevant
object identiers at its own OID node.
The third group are the identiers of the generated
Report documents. Due to assumed lack of online connection during patient encounter, the identiers have to
be generated locally, by the script embedded in the Report Editor. The global uniqueness of the Report document identier is secured by local uniqueness of the extension attribute and the global uniqueness of the root
attribute, which is assigned by the third party responsible for Report Template generation. To restrict the possibility of generation more than one document instance
with the same document identier, we register and update after each new document issue, the next available
documentId, using the Internet Explorer User Data persistence mechanism. When issuing new version of already
existing document, the new version is registered as the
new document instance, but using the same setId as the
previous version. To restrict the possibility of generation
more than one document instance with the same version
number and the same setId, we need to register in the Internet Explorer User Data all documents which have more
than one version, using their setId and versionNumber.

5

Discussion

Our goal was not to propose the solution to be implemented operationally, but just to explore the minimum requirements for proper implementation of HL7 CDA standard. The biggest challenge was to design the proof-ofconcept prototype with no integration with EHR system,
Additionally, our intention was to base the interoperability of our solution on the power of the standard itself,
with no need to agree on a common implementation of
data exchange with partner owning an EHR system. It
should not be treated as an reasonable alternative for bigger, fully functional, shared EHR system, but the substitute for paper-based document exchange.
The reason for development and implementation of
simple applications similar to our prototype is limited to
specialized medical providers, which do not need the EHR
system, because their responsibilities regarding medical
documentation is limited to its archiving. They do not
need the typical EHR system functionalities, like com-
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plex searching, sharing, analysis and processing of data 6 Conclusions
extracted from medical documentation. According to the
current Polish regulations, there are two possible cases for
The HL7 CDA based solution can be implemented in
such implementation:
the environment with no EHR system. The requirement
of no integration with other systems, except an interop When the potential system owner uses electronic erable exchange of CDA-conformant document, has been
form of documents for their exchange with its part- proven as possible and reasonable to implement. A stanner, but documents are printed for the purpose of dalone CDA document editor for small, specialized medical service providers might be designed and developed
archiving.
with minimal cost of software purchase and maintenance.
 The partner takes over the responsibility for the All header data for the report document may be copied
from the referral document and from the report template.
whole document management process.
To allow the proper use of global object identiers, the
All the assumptions made when designing the require- report template has to be generated by the external party
ments for the proof-of-concept prototype have been ful- and report document identiers has to be generated locally by the report editor.
lled. A few minor drawbacks have been identied:
 It was impossible to resign completely from external

services needed to run the prototype. At the initial
use of the Report Editor, its user must be registered by an external third party to generate personalized Report Template, containing newly registered
individual ISO OID node, being the globally unique
identier of the service provider organization, and
its sub node for the document identiers. It is not
the major problem because the external service is
needed just at an initial usage of the Report Editor,
but not during the operational work.

 Ignoring the style sheet instruction contained in the

Referral and Report documents and using the buildin standard transformation for presentation results
in dierent appearance of the document for its authenticator and for the recipient. The Report document is rather simple and most of its content is
directly copied from the Referral document, so the
recipient of the Report document will see the header
of the document in the same layout as seen at the
Referral document authentication.

 Document validation against the standard HL7

CDA xml schema (cda.xsd) only, with no semantic validation [9]. According to the aim of this work,
the functional requirements for the prototype were
minimized. It seems however, that more complex
validation, against other xml schema or the rules
dened in the schematron notation [10], would be
reasonable. It is possible to embed the schematron,
implemented as an XSLT, in the main HTML le.
The schematron will use the rules contained in the
separate .sch le named the same as the relevant
template id used in the CDA document.

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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1

Introduction

2

Testing the interoperability of HL7v3 based applications plays an important role in the growth of the eHealth
community.

HL7v3 is a very complex standard and its

characteristics make testing a dicult task.

This paper

proposes a new approach to the interoperability testing
of HL7v3 applications.

The solution was validated in

the context of a HL7v3 prole, Query for Existing Data
(QED). However, it is adaptable to other proles, as well.
The solution is based on the TTCN-3([1]) test scripting
language and TTCN-3 test system. The most important

Testing HL7v3 applications
HL7v3 was designed to facilitate communication be-

tween virtually any type of eHealth application, regardless of its corresponding healthcare domain. However, the
way HL7v3 was designed caused sometimes interoperability issues.

HL7v3 allows implementers to dene custom

message structures. This led to the development of many
applications that communicate medical data in proprietary formatted messages. To overcome this, HL7v3 proles have been developed and standardized for dierent
healthcare domains. These proles are the rst step towards HL7v3 interoperable systems.

advantage of this approach is that TTCN-3 is a standard-

In this context, interoperability testing plays an impor-

ized testing technology, which is reliable, very exible and

tant role in the growth of the HL7v3 community. However,

independent of the platform and the technology of the sys-

testing the interoperability of HL7v3 based applications

tem under test. In addition, the TTCN-3 test system is

is especially dicult, because of the dierences between

portable and modularized. This paper presents the imple-

message structures. Testing usually focuses on a specic

mentation details of the testing procedure, with highlight

HL7v3 message structure, which limits the applicability

on adapting HL7v3 applications to the TTCN-3 test sys-

of the testing solution.

tem.

a generic approach to test the interoperability between
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The central layer, TTCN-3 Executable (TE) handles

HL7v3 applications.
The solution is a testing framework based on the stan-

the execution of TTCN-3 statements.

TE depends on

dardized TTCN-3 testing language and a TTCN-3 test

the services provided by the other two layers. Test Man-

system.

The approach is validated on a specic HL7v3

agement Control (TMC) includes three entities: External

prole, i.e. Query for Existing Data (QED). QED is an

Codecs (CD), Test Management (TM) and Component

IHE prole [2] which allows systems to query data repos-

Handling (CH). CD is responsible for encoding and de-

itories for clinical information on vital signs, problems,

coding data, TM represents the interface with the Test

medications, immunizations and diagnostic results.

System User, and the CH is used for distributed execution of the test cases. Platform Adapter (PA) implements

2.1

TTCN-3 external functions and provides timing mecha-

TTCN-3 architecture

nisms. SUT Adapter (SA) adapts the message/procedure

Testing and Test Control Notation version 3 (TTCN3) is a strongly-typed scripting language, used for dening complex test specications. TTCN-3 provides mechanisms to describe test behaviors by unambiguously den-

based communication between the TTCN-3 test system
and the SUT to the particular execution platform of the
test system. CD and SA will be subsequently referred to
as the Codec and the Adapter, respectively.

TTCN-3 is

The majority of the TTCN-3 tools provide default im-

a standardized testing language that has been used for

plementation for the TM and CH. This is not the case of

more than 15 years in standardization and industry. It is

CD, SA or PA, since they cover aspects of the test system,

very exible, portable and well suited for conformance and

which are either test suite or SUT specic.

ing the meaning of a test case pass or fail.

interoperability testing. TTCN-3 test case specications
do not depend on the platform, architecture or technolo-

2.2

The TTCN-3 type system

gies used by the System Under Test (SUT). It provides a
built-in verdict mechanism that allows easy evaluation of

The TTCN-3 type system extends the basic constructs

the testing results. Moreover, TTCN-3 has a rened tem-

that usually have correspondents in programming lan-

plate matching mechanism that is very exible and easy

guages with additional testing specic concepts, such as

to manage.

built-in data matching, distributed test system, or con-

With TTCN-3 testing language testers can dene test

current execution of test components. The TTCN-3 type

cases and the order in which they are executed. However,

system is very complex and includes also test verdicts,

to execute test cases, a TTCN-3 test system is needed.

test system components, and even direct support for time.

The TTCN-3 test system can be thought of as a set of in-

The core components of the TTCN-3 type system are the

teracting entities that implement specic test system func-

TTCN-3 records, TTCN-3 enumerated types, and TTCN-

tionalities. Figure 1 depicts the general architecture of a

3 templates. These three components are used for storing

TTCN-3 test system, highlighting the main components

the information contained in HL7v3 messages in TTCN-3

and the relationship between them.

specic format.
TTCN-3 records are constructs used for grouping related elds in a single type.

TTCN-3 records are used

to store data in a structured way.

Field names within

a record must be unique and their types may be either
built-in or a user-dened. TTCN-3 records are arguably
the most used types of the TTCN-3 type system. TTCN3 enumerated types are ideal for representing types that
have small, nite sets of values. They are used to model
types that take only a distinct named set of values, i.e.
enumerations. TTCN-3 enumerated types are often used
in HL7v3 to encode vocabularies.

TTCN-3 templates

are used for dening information exchanged between the
test system and the SUT. While TTCN-3 types such as
records and enumerated types dene logical structures for
storing information, templates contain the actual information.

Subsequently, TTCN-3 records, TTCN-3 enu-

merated types and TTCN-3 templates will be referred as
records, enums and templates, respectively.
When creating test cases, testers dene two templates.
The rst one represents the input that is passed to the
SUT, while the second one is the expected output. During test case execution, the TTCN-3 matching mechanism

Figure 1: General architecture of a TTCN-3 test system

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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a verdict is set to the test case, generally indicating if

3.1

Implementation of the Codec

the test failed or passed. The input and expected output
templates are dened in TTCN-3 specic format. Using

The Codec (Coder/Decoder) is an important TTCN-3

these templates for testing SUTs require the existence of

test system component.

modules for converting data from TTCN-3 to SUT spe-

the communication between TE and the Adapter.

cic formats. For this conversion, two of the TTCN-3 test

Codec has two basic functions: encoding and decoding.

system components are used, namely the Codec and the

TE interprets test cases and automatically converts tem-

Adapter.

plates representing QED Queries into Java objects, orga-

An important aspect of testing HL7v3 applications using TTCN-3 is that templates are dicult to create. Their
hierarchical structure can span on many levels, usually
reaching more than twenty levels, in the case of QED messages, which makes manual denition and maintenance
cumbersome.

3

It is responsible for interfacing
The

nized as structures. After the conversion, Java objects are
sent to the Codec, via the TCI interface. The TCI [5] is
composed of three interfaces that dene the interaction
between TE and TM, CD and CH.
In the encoding phase, the Codec translates the structure generated by TE into a Java HL7 object. In this way
the Codec assures that the Adapter receives a set of input

Testing HL7v3 applications

data that can easily be handled. The translation is performed at runtime, using Java Reection. The structure is
parsed, each composing element being translated into the
corresponding HL7 Java object.

In order to validate the suitability of testing HL7v3
applications using TTCN-3, a case study was considered.

These objects are then

encapsulated into a Java-based query request.
The Codec is also responsible for sending this query

The SUT chosen is a mature application that uses the

request to the Adapter.

IHE QED prole.

During the development of this solu-

between TE and the Adapter. There is an important con-

tion, several decisions have been made to facilitate the

straint determined by the usage of TRI. The Java interface

communication with this SUT. However, as the paper de-

TriMessage has to be implemented by any class describ-

scribes further, the modularity of the TTCN-3 test sys-

ing messages that are used in communication between the

tem allows adapting this solution to testing any HL7v3

TE and the Adapter. This constrains messages to be for-

based application. The SUT is deployed as a web service,

matted as byte arrays. Since none of the JAXB generated

and the communication is performed through SOAP mes-

classes implement the Serializable interface, scripts had

sages. The message ow for testing the interoperability of

to be created to modify each class and add implements

the HL7v3 based application is depicted in Figure 2.

Serializable to their denition, so that requests can be

TRI [6] denes the interaction

serialized and sent to the Adapter within a TriMessage.
In the decoding phase, the Codec receives a TriMessage from the Adapter, containing the QED Response.
The Codec deserializes the message, converts it into a Java
structure and then forwards it to TE.

3.2

Implementation of the Adapter

The existence of the Adapter confers the TTCN-3 test
system much exibility.

The Adapter is the TTCN-3

test system component responsible for establishing con-

Figure 2: Testing HL7v3-based applications - message ow
When executing the test case, the template that describes the QED Query is sent to the Codec through the

nections and handling communication with the SUT. The
same test suite can be executed on SUTs with dierent
platforms just by replacing this component.
The Adapter enables communication between TE and

TTCN-3 Control Interface (TCI). The message is trans-

the SUT. It has two dierent functionalities:

lated into a Java object and passed on to the Adapter

lation of the query and extraction of the response from

through the TTCN-3 Runtime Interface (TRI). The Java

SOAP messages. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)

object is then serialized and embedded into a SOAP mes-

is a protocol specication for exchanging structured infor-

sage. After the connection between the Adapter and the

mation. SOAP relies on XML as its message format.

SUT is established, the SOAP message is passed on to the

In the encapsulation phase,

encapsu-

the Adapter uses the

SUT. If the query is valid, the web service replies with a

TriMessage it receives from the Codec as input.

QED Response in SOAP format. The Adapter converts

byte array containing the query is deserialized. Given the

the SOAP message into a Java object and forwards it to

transparency of the test case to the Adapter, the conver-

the Codec, where it is decoded into a TTCN-3 template.

sion from Java to XML could only be done dynamically,

At this point, the TE evaluates the response from the

at runtime, through Java Reection. For this translation

SUT, setting the verdict of the test case.

Java API for XML Processing (JAXP) was used. JAXP
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[7] provides the capability of validating and parsing XML

the verdict is set to pass.

documents. It oers several parsing interfaces from which

dle TTCN-3 templates, they have to be converted to SUT

Document Object Model (DOM) parsing interface was

compliant formats. Java was chosen as common language,

chosen. DOM [8] enables parsing of XML documents and

for portability reasons and for the fact that it is the lan-

constructing complete in-memory representations of the

guage in which TTCN-3 test system components are de-

documents.

veloped. Thus, the template representing the QED Query

As SUTs usually can't han-

DOM documents have tree-type structure. They are

is encoded into a Java object that is passed to SUT, and

composed of a root element, which represents the XML

the response from the SUT is decoded into a template

document, and several nodes, representing XML elements.

storing QED Response.

The translation of the Java message to XML was implemented as following the next steps:

Step 1:

a DOM document is created based on the

type of the query message;

Step 2:

object's elds list is obtained using Java Re-

ection; each eld represents a Java HL7 object;

Step 3:

for each eld a DOM element is generated

The rst attempt was to use a set of Java classes offered by HL7, i.e.

another DOM element containing the precon-

ditions is dened and added to the root's children list;

Step 5:

the DOM document is serialized and the

The

to generate Java HL7 objects based on the TTCN-3 templates.

Jsig classes oer no generic way of instantiating

objects and setting eld values at runtime.

This was a

major problem and another approach was needed.

and added to the root element's children list;

Step 4:

the Java SIG Project (jsig) [3].

main problem of jsig classes is the lack of a generic way

The second approach was to use a set of XML Schemas
that describe the HL7 data types and the QED queries.
Java classes were generated based on the XSDs using
Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB) [4].

Be-

XML-formatted message is ready to be forwarded to the

cause of the constraints imposed by communication be-

SUT.

tween TTCN-3 test system components, the classes were

DOM is used when extracting of the Java object from
the XML-formatted response received from the SUT, as

modied through some scripts, so that all implemented
the Serializable interface.

well. The transformation follows the next steps:

Step 1:

the XML is deserialized into a DOM docu-

ment;

Step 2:

that was developed and used has two components.
the root element of the DOM is used to gen-

erate a Java object representing the QED Response;

Step 3:

The Java classes were used to generate the corresponding TTCN-3 records and enumerated. The generating tool
The

rst one is responsible for instantiating the classes and extracting the relevant information at runtime, using Java

the document is parsed and each node is

Reection. The second one is a TTCN-3 code generator

translated into the corresponding HL7 Java object; these

which uses the information provided by the rst compo-

objects are set as elds of the Java-based QED Response

nent to create two TTCN-3 modules, one for the records

object;

and one for the enumerated.

Step 4:

after the parsing is nished, the Java QED

Response object is serialized to a byte array and sent to
the Codec via a TriMessage.
The Adapter is also responsible for handling the communication with the SUT. The communication protocol
chosen for exchanging messages was SOAP. The web service used WSDL [9] to dene the type of QED messages it
can handle, such as Query, Continue or Cancel. In order
for the communication to take place, the connection had
to be established, and for that a Java client was needed.
There are many tools that use the WSDL description to
generate stubs and clients. Java API for XML Web Services  Reference Implementation (JAX-WS RI) was chosen.

JAX-WS RI [10] was introduced in Java SE 5 to

simplify the development and deployment of web service
clients and endpoints. Once the client was created, methods for connecting, sending and receiving QED messages
were available and the communication was possible.

3.3

Generating testing components

After generating the records and enums, templates corresponding to HL7 data types could be dened. Finally,
we were able to create query and response templates used
in dening the test cases.
To summarize, when testing HL7v3 applications using
TTCN-3, the tester denes two templates: the one representing the query and the one representing the expected
response.

When dening these templates, the TTCN-3

type system should contain types, i.e. records or enums,
that describe basic HL7v3 structures, in a TTCN-3 format. Since these types are not part of the TTCN-3 type
system, they had to be generated using the automated
tools described earlier. These aspects allow testers to dene test cases.

However, when executing the test cases

against a SUT, the TTCN-3 test system is used. In order to adapt the messages from the template format to
an SUT known format, two components have to be implemented: the Codec and the Adapter.

4

Conclusions

In terms of the TTCN-3 test system, when executing a test case, a template representing the QED Query

There are many advantages which come with this ap-

is sent to the SUT and if the template representing the

proach, and probably the most important one is the tech-

QED Response matches the expected response template,

nology used for testing. TTCN-3 is standardized, has been

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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validated as one of the best testing languages for protocol testing, it has a complex verdict assessment and its
modularity makes it very exible.

The proposed solution does not directly depend on the
SUT, neither on its architecture, nor on the technology
it uses.

The Adapter component is responsible for link-

ing the SUT with the test suite, which means that it is
the only component that needs to be replaced when testing other systems. Another advantage is the automation.
Test suites can be developed to thoroughly test several
systems, without user intervention.

This approach has been validated on a mature system
that is using a HL7v3 prole:

QED. However, the au-

thors highlight the adaptability of this solutions to other
proles, as well. Even though during the implementation
phase many generation tools had to be developed, these
tools can be used to other proles, as well, since they are
not prole-dependent.

This approach requires testers to be familiar to these
technologies and to TTCN-3 standard.

On the other

hand, times and costs of the testing are reduced, since
the testing process is completely automatized, and can be
used with dierent SUTs, as well.
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system, to another medical device (e.g., a patient monitor) or healthcare information system which consumes or make
use of the data is syntactically and semantically correct. Our approach for developing a test system to validate messages
is based on constraining identied and recognized specications. The test system validation performed uses codied
assertions derived from the specications and constraints placed upon those specications. To rst show conformance
which subsequently enables interoperability, these assertions, which are atomic requirements traceable by clause to the
base specications, are employed by our medical device test tools to rigorously enforce standards to facilitate safe and
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1 Introduction

established standards such as Health Level 7[5] (HL7) and
ISO/IEEE 11073 Health informatics  Point-of-care med-

At the U.S. Department of Commerce's (DoC) Na-

ical device communication[6] and Personal health device

tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) re-

communication[7], an approach used to identify testable

searchers are collaborating with medical device experts

assertions derived from such standards and constrained by

to facilitate the development and adoption of standards

important use cases is presented.

for medical device communications throughout the health-

The black-box messaging test approach addresses how

care enterprise as well as integrating it into the electronic

we dene and get to a level of rigor which improves, if

health record.

We have developed test tools[1] and a

not ultimately assures  given no optionality, correct data

modeling application, including a corresponding electronic

exchange. In particular, verifying that physiological infor-

representation of an international standard's information

mation derived and communicated from a source medical

model[2], which provides several important capabilities

device (e.g., an infusion pump) or healthcare information

leading toward device interoperability[3].

system, to another medical device (e.g., a patient moni-

Conformance testing is a key step leading to, although

tor) or healthcare information system which consumes or

not guaranteeing, interoperability[4]. Sparked by involve-

makes use of the data is syntactically and semantically

ment over the past several years of working with medi-

correct. In other words, the structure of information ex-

cal device domain experts and vendors who participate

changed within the healthcare system is compliant to a

in Standards Development Organizations (SDOs) and use

dened specication(s) and the information meaning con-
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veyed and interpreted by the consumer is exactly the same

regarding device containment hierarchy).

and as intended by the source.

overall set of information objects as well as the attributes,

It denes the

The reality that medical devices need to communicate

methods, and access functions which are abstractions of

with tens, if not hundreds, of other devices of varying

real-world entities in the domain of medical devices and

makes, models, and modalities has large market and sub-

device communication. Nomenclature denes terminology

stantial healthcare implications. Acute point-of-care set-

and codes used across classes of medical devices.

tings such as a hospital's intensive care unit, a patient's
bedside, or personal telehealth location require each class
of medical device to use the same terminology and data organization to seamlessly and reliably communicate physiological data. Healthcare communication standards that
address plug-and-play medical device interoperability are
critical.

While providing the groundwork to enable de-

vice communication, standards are developed in an open
ended manner (and for good reason). It is our contention,
through experience in software testing, that only until
standards and dened specications are constrained (ultimately removing all optionality to create proles) that the
desired guarantee of syntactic and semantic correctness
can be achieved.
Conformance test methodologies are being employed
by NIST via software test tools to help get closer to that
guarantee. These tools are publicly available and being
used by the medical device industry to ensure that critical
devices correctly implement the medical device standards.
A consortium of medical device vendors using these test
methodologies to successfully meet a level of compliance to
standards sucient to achieve truly ecient interoperability is the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise  Patient
Care Device (IHE-PCD) domain[8].

Correct implemen-

tation of standards lead to eective exchange of critical
physiologic data derived from the patient at the device
and exchanged throughout the healthcare enterprise. As
more and more devices are able to achieve plug-and-play
capabilities, clinicians are empowered to focus more on the
patient and less on the devices. The ability to reliably and
eectively integrate data from a broad range of point-ofcare devices will ultimately lead to a reduction in medical
errors and the associated loss of life.

2.2 IHE-PCD Integration Proles,
Technical Frameworks, and Integration
Statements
IHE-PCD participant vendors dene `use cases' in
which at least one `actor' is a regulated Patient Care Device.

plementation (i.e., specic implementations of established
standards to achieve integration goals), of important use
cases. The IHE-PCD Integration Proles, dened in IHEPCD Technical Framework documents[12], organize and
leverage the integration capabilities that can be achieved
by coordinated implementation of communication standards such as HL7 and x73. They provide precise denitions of how standards are constrained and may be implemented to meet specic clinical needs[13].
Based on these specications which constrain the reference standards, the IHE conducts cyclical interoperability
testing events; NIST test tools are used in the IHE-PCD
domain to evaluate conformance to the specied Integration Proles and executed test cases. If successful, industry participants publish IHE `Integration Statements' to
indicate their system's conformance which can be useful
for medical device procurers during their evaluation.
Currently within the IHE-PCD participants are actively working on several Integration Proles[14] including Device Enterprise Communication (DEC) with options to Patient Identity Binding (PIB) and Subscribe to
Patient Data (SPD) which provides a subscription/data
ltering mechanism; Alarm Communication Management
(ACM); Point-of-care Infusion Verication (PIV) addressing infusion safety issues such as ve rights of Medica-

2 Background

tion Safety [15]; Implantable Device Cardiac Observation
(IDCO); and Rosetta Terminology Mapping (RTM) which

2.1 Medical Device Communication
Standard
The ISO/IEEE 11073 Health Informatics  Point of
Care and Personal Health Medical Device Communication
standards (x73) denes a set of information objects and
functions needed for medical device communication. Such
a family of standards was developed to address the critical need of enabling medical devices to share physiologic

provides a mapping between proprietary device semantics to the x73 nomenclature and associated co-constraints
(e.g., associated reference identier, terminology code,
unit(s) of measurement, lead sites where measurements
may be taken, and enumerations).

2.3 The Need for Conformance Test Tools


to long term value propositions which include:

Two primary parts of these standards

used in our approach pertain to the Domain Information
Models (DIM)[9, 10] and Nomenclature[11].

The DIM

Conformance and interoperability testing of medical device data communication is essential leading

data between devices and computerized healthcare information systems.

IHE Integration Proles are dened and provide

the necessary detail to enable demonstration, through im-



Integrity of data  automatic population of all information systems  reducing medical errors

provides the objects and object relationships necessary
to abstractly dene a device (see Section 4.2 discussion
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Automating systems to capture clinical data into
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Figure 1: Constraining Specications to Enable Rigorous Testing



Electronic Health Records (EHRs) thus saving time

mal, and complete the specications the greater level of

for clinicians

rigor can be achieved by the test system.

Access to patient data across devices and systems so
custom communication interfaces can be eliminated
thus allowing for best of breed and even plug-andplay devices



Improving agility of enterprises to meet varied patient loads



Improving life-cycle cost of ownership

Figure 1 shows the specications used by our test tooling to address message validation in the IHE-PCD domain
environment. Messages being exchanged contain physiologic observations. The messages (i.e., dened using HL7
version 2) are tested against the specications which dene the standards used, any domain specic specications,
terminology and nomenclature employed and any specic
values or value sets being conveyed as identied in test
cases.

To address real-world semantic interoperability the
transfer of data must be (in many cases) near real-time

It is unrealistic to assume all standards and specica-

data from a gateway to an Electronic Medical Records

tions are correct or mature to a level of `complete'. How-

(EMR) system in a rich, accurate, and consistent man-

ever as specications are implemented and a collabora-

ner.

To rst show conformance which subsequently en-

tive, iterative, feedback process occurs - so too can the

ables such interoperability, test tools that rigorously en-

rigor-level and coverage provided by the test tools via

force dened specications to facilitate safe and eective

updates, enhancements and issue resolution.

plug-and play interoperability are necessary.

consider dierent enterprise-level testing outside of IHE,

3 Our Approach: Constraining
Specications To Derive
Testable Assertions

Should we

other specications as made available by the domain could
be integrated in a similar manner into the test tooling.

Based on the specications and any constraints identied in those specications, messages are validated by
the test system which employs various test components.

Our approach for developing a test system to vali-

For example, an HL7 message derived from an infusion

date messages is based on constraining identied speci-

pump (or generated from the pump system or gateway)

cations. The validation is dened by assertions derived

is evaluated against the HL7 standard for its syntax and

from the specications and constraints placed upon the

semantics, the x73 standard for terminology, terminology

specications. The premise at getting to any level of rigor

co-constraints, and information model (i.e., the device ob-

is that specications are complete (as possible) and con-

ject hierarchy), and the test case for any specic values or

strain open ended assertions. The more well-formed, for-

attributes.
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Figure 2: Origin of Test Assertions

4 Specication Ingredients
Employed In Our Testing
Approach

reference to the clause from which the assertion is based.

4.1 HL7 Standard, Value Sets, and IHE
Technical Framework Assertions

The recipe for correctly eecting validation of mes-

Validation of the device information carried within the

sages in our approach calls for specication ingredients as

HL7 messages occurs at both the syntactic and (low-level)

shown in Figure 2. Given the IHE-PCD domain and inte-

semantic levels.

gration goals, these specications include the HL7 Version

value sets and what we refer to as failure types.

2 standard for message denition and value sets, the x73

test tool uses validation context les codied in XML (see

standard for medical device nomenclature, the IHE-PCD

Figure 2) to perform message validation checks against the

Technical Framework documents for message transaction

HL7 V2 standard, value set tables, and any further con-

denition, and the IHE-PCD test cases for specic value

straints dened by IHE-PCD with the Technical Frame-

denition.

work documents (e.g., local value sets not dened in

These specications dene and lead to what we call
testable assertions, which are atomic test requirements
traceable to the aforementioned specications. Identied

the precise assertions that the test system uses as input

include:




MESSAGE_STRUCTURE_ID (e.g., the HL7 message type [MSH.9 element] dened in the prole
shall match what's in the message)

vice (and in the future, other services such as message
Each testable assertion references the spe-

VERSION (e.g., the HL7 version and IHE-PCD
Technical Framework Integration Prole)

to a validation engine which performs the validation sergeneration).

The

HL7) for message transactions. Validation of failure types

test assertions are codied into context validation les.
Context validation les are dened in XML and provide

Messages are validated against dened



MESSAGE_STRUCTURE (e.g., the message shall

cic clause in the base specication, or ingredient of our

have a valid HL7 message structure - including cor-

recipe. Test reports are generated by the test tool iden-

rect usage, correct cardinality, and correct element

tifying the specic error within the message along with a

name)
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USAGE (e.g., HL7 `R' elements should be present;

of device specializations for personal health devices - such

`X' elements should not be present in the message)

as a weight scale or pulse oximeter) or `Integration Pro-

CARDINALITY (e.g., elements shall be present at
least the minimum times and at most the maximum
times specied in the conformance prole)





One of the IHE-PCD domain constrained value sets,
Rosetta Terminology Mapping, identies the nomenclature and provides a `containment hierarchy' to abstractly

LENGTH (e.g., the value of the element shall have

represent medical devices as dened in the x73 standard.

a length equal or less than the value specied in the

This set of terminology provides the testable assertions

prole)

of device information carried within the observation segments (i.e., HL7 Version 2 OBX segments). These con-

DATATYPE (e.g., for the HL7 data types `NM',

straints or test assertions lead to test validation context

`DT', `DTM', `SI' and `TM', the value of the ele-

les as depicted in Figure 2 and provide traceability to

ment shall match the regular expression dened in

the x73 standard's nomenclature and information model.

the standard)



les' as dened by the IHE-PCD domain.

DATA (e.g., the value of the element shall match a
constant specied in the prole, a value set specied

4.3 IHE-PCD Transaction and Test Case
Dened Assertions

in a table, or a value or a regular expression specied in the message validation context [derived from
a test case])



IHE-PCD domain denes the technical framework documents and test cases (see Figure 2) in which vendors are
evaluated against. The framework documents dene and

TABLE_NOT_FOUND (e.g., an error when a ref-

constrain (at the HL7 usage level) `transactions' (i.e., HL7

erenced table can't be found in the table les - HL7

messages).

or local dened set of allowable tables)

values required in vendor implementations and demon-

The above attributes dened in HL7 are often referred
to as `HL7 Conformance Proles'.

`HL7 Conformance

Proles' are typically produced using third party software and dene the constraints desired when implementing HL7 messages.

`HL7 Conformance Proles' may be

used as input into the test tools and become testable assertions enforced by the validation engine.

4.2 Common Medical Device Information
Model and Nomenclature Assertions

IHE-PCD dened test cases identify specic

strated during the test event(s). The corresponding validation context information contained in the test cases is
codied in XML as testable assertions.

5 Advancing the Approach
The presented test approach of validating static messages by constraining specications is foundational. However, there is much work to be done to achieve greater
levels of rigor.

Test tool enhancements were completed

to advance functionality from a static message checker

In considering and developing our test approach one

over what we refer to as in an instance test environment,

of the overarching goals is to achieve semantic interoper-

which essentially evaluates a message(s) against the spec-

ability  communicate medical device data using a single

ication(s) from which the message is based (e.g., confor-

unied nomenclature and semantic model that can be rig-

mance testing an HL7 V2 message), to an isolated system

orously dened and enforced to facilitate safe and eective

test environment. Ultimately we strive to provide a test

plug-and play interoperability.

infrastructure providing a peer-to-peer environment [26].

This is where the aforementioned x73 Domain Infor-

Isolated system type testing involves real scenarios in

mation Model and Nomenclature are an essential ingredi-

which transactions exchanged as well as behavior exhib-

ent. Today, nearly all vendors have an internal (and of-

ited by the system under test (SUT) are evaluated by the

ten proprietary) representation of device and correspond-

test system. Typically this involves a meaningful scenario

ing device generated information. Vendors can correctly

in which transaction exchange occurs between the SUT

and consistently map information that has been gener-

and test system, thus isolating the SUT. Protocol con-

ated, either by the same or another device make or model

formance and functional behavior (including features and

or system, by applying a common model and nomencla-

operation) are evaluated by the test system according to

ture based on recognized standards.

identied specications.

Furthermore from

For example, each step within

a black-box testing perspective in which medical device

a scenario may involve one or more messages transmit-

observations are exchanged via messaging, rigorous val-

ted to/from the SUT to/from the test system. The test

idation can be applied using those very same standards

system views the SUT as a black box, evaluating trans-

which are constrained via proles by communicating en-

actions and behavior (i.e., expected syntax and semantic

tities. Proles may include `device proles' as dened in

content).

x73 (x73-103[16] series of device specializations for point-

Peer-to-peer system testing involves multiple (two or

of-care health devices - such as an infusion pump or venti-

more) SUTs interacting, with the test system involved as

lator or x73-104yy[17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] series

a proxy. In addition to the functionality of isolated system
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testing, peer-to-peer includes the complete application en-

validate vendor implementation of medical device data

vironment to achieve interoperability testing.

Peer-to-

exchange solutions. Addressing problematic high-impact

peer test environment may include interacting with many

use cases, conformance testing information exchange is

services including a database, network communication,

now possible via an approach which constrains recognized

other hardware, applications or systems as appropriate.

international standards and veries assertions drawn di-

Another software application[27, 28, 29] we developed

rectly from specications derived on those very standards.

at NIST allows users to dene medical device proles in

Proving conformance is a key step to enable integrated

strict accordance to the x73 standard. The resultant XML

approaches at the point of care - and downstream inter-

le provides abstract representations of real devices de-

operability of various device types and particular makes

ned using x73 nomenclature and with an x73 DIM con-

and models of devices. While there is much to do to ac-

tainment hierarchy.

Using the application's interface a

complish a test approach which guarantees peer-to-peer

user can dene and constrain the device abstract repre-

interoperability, the approach described is a solid founda-

sentation to a particular class of device and furthermore

tion which may be used to advance research in this area

to the specic make and model. We are considering ap-

of study.

proaches to integrate this device representation with the
message validation test tools. Such integration would enable validation of specic device classes for each IHE-PCD
use case that is appropriate for that device class. Confor-
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Abstract
IHE integration proles for managing patient identication, PIX and PDQ, exist in two alternative forms:
on the one hand using HL7 2.x, on the other hand based on HL7 Version 3. Objective: Knowing dierences between
the competing integration proles shall assist the user to choose the one better suitable for their specic deployment.
Methods: Dierences in the set of interactions, the information model, the vocabulary and the required behavior of
individual interactions were analyzed. Results: A list of specic features and constraints for each of the integration
proles was compiled. Conclusions: Not all of the identied deltas originate in the inherent incompatibility between
HL7 2.x and 3.0, they also result from the specic constraints imposed by the IHE prole. Identied disparities include
the communication pattern, constraints to identier schemas and pseudonymization capabilities.
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1

Introduction

with the IHE process or the particular integration proles.
An IHE integration prole typically covers a spe-

The international interoperability initiative Integrat-

cic healthcare scenario (use case) by dening roles of

ing the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) employs standards

the participating systems (actors) as well as the message

authored

(HL7)

transmissions or service calls among them (transactions).

throughout all of its technical frameworks. The IHE do-

Transactions dened within the ITI domain are identied

main IT Infrastructure (ITI) and its technical framework

by their number of the form ITI-<integer> (cf. IHE ITI

make use of various HL7 technologies, including HL7 2.x

[3], TF-1, 1.1).

by

Health

Level

Seven

International

(HL7v2) and HL7 version 3 (HL7v3) messaging.

The proles PIX and PIXv3 specify the communica-

The proles Patient Identier Cross-Referencing (ab-

tion with a central application, the PIX Manager, which

breviated as PIX or PIXv2) and Patient Demograph-

is capable to aggregate multiple identiers belonging to

ics Query (PDQ or PDQv2) are based on HL7 versions

the same patient person. This actor receives patient in-

2.3.1 and 2.5 [1]. They describe the management of pa-

formation from individual PIX Source actors in form of

tient identication information. In the IHE season 2011-

Patient Identity Feeds (transaction ITI-8/ITI-44). A PIX

2012, two other proles with the very same purpose have

Consumer actor may subsequently use a locally known pa-

achieved the nal status, being referred to as PIXv3 and

tient identier to obtain associated identiers from the s

PDQv3. These proles depend on HL7v3 (Normative Edi-

(transaction PIX Query, ITI-9/ITI-45). Optionally, PIX

tion 2008) [2]. The obvious redundancy invites to explore

Manager may notify the Consumer about changes in an

the dierences between the old and the new proles more

association between two identiers (transaction PIX Up-

closely.

date Notication, ITI-10/ITI-47). The Patient Identity

A short overview of the proles within the ITI techni-

Feed transaction is re-used by a related prole Cross-

cal framework [3] is provided here for readers not familiar

Enterprise Document Exchange (XDS.b) for maintaining
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a patient record in a central document index (actor Document Registry).

Demographics queries (transaction ITI-21/ITI-47) are
directed from a peripheral client system (PDQ Consumer)
to the central PDQ Supplier actor. The latter is often coupled (grouped) with a PIX Manager. Unlike PIX queries,
PDQ supports comprehensive patient demographics both
as query parameter and in the query result. The scope of
the demographics may include pediatric information (Pediatric Option) or visit information (transaction ITI-22,
subprole Patient Demographics & Visit Query).

As incomplete information is allowed as query criteria in PDQ, responses with a large number of match-

Figure 1: Comparison of PIX/PDQ interactions [3].

ing records may occur, which requires adequate technical
means. PDQv2/v3 allows a querying client to explicitly
limit the size of the response and to fetch the result in
multiple smaller pieces.

4

Information Model And
Vocabulary

The complete result set is ob-

tained by incrementally iterating over all fragments. This
mechanism is referred to as incremental response or query
continuation.

In the approach of both HL7 2.x and HL7 Version 3
semantic concepts in its implementable form are represented by a combination of an information model element

2

Objectives and Methods

and a vocabulary value. However, each of the standards
may use a unique combination and not every concept is
expressible in both standards.
This gap is obvious already at the level of data types.

Integration proles PIXv2 and PIXv3 are not in complete alignment, the same is true for PDQv2 and PDQv3.
The objective of the work at hand is to identify the differences and their impact on the practical usability of the
respective prole.

See Figure 2 for an example concerning the patient's mobile phone number.

Another example of dierent rep-

resentation are the specialized patient/person identiers
such as Social Security Number or Driver's License Number.

These are modeled as individual elements (elds)

in HL7 2.x (PID-19, PID-20), whereas in HL7 3.0 based
proles they are uniformly represented by a single element

To achieve the goal, the aforementioned specications

(Other ID) with varying values of the assigning authority

of the ITI technical framework were analyzed. Dierences

- i. e. through dierentiation by the means of vocabulary.

in the set of interactions, the information model and the
vocabulary were explored, with consideration of the previous work. The main focus was put on dierences in the
denition of the relevant IHE transactions Patient Identity Feed, PIX Query, PDQ Query.

3

Results

3.1 Interactions
Figure 2: Representation of the mobile phone number in HL7
2.5 and Version 3.

Both PIX and PIXv3 manage the patient information

In general, the information model of a HL7 Ver. 3 do-

object through basic life cycle actions: create, read, up-

main, based on the Reference Information Model (RIM),

date and delete (CRUD) [4].

is richer and more powerful than the corresponding (im-

Both PIX and PIXv3 use

multiple transaction subtypes: initial query, continuation

plicit) model under HL7 2.x.

query, query cancellation. Refer to Figre 1 for an overview

logically newer proles is essentially the minimal coverage

of the interactions and their correlation with each other.

of elements required in the old proles, including prole
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options. This approach is reected in the constraints im-

While the users of an IHE compliant PIX implementa-

posed on the HL7v3 Reference Information Model (RIM)

tion can expect the query response to contain no per-

by PIXv3 and PDQv3. Within this narrowed scope, IHE

sonal data of the patient whatsoever, in a PIXv3 interface

oers an approximate mapping of both data types and

such behavior is not requried and has to be addressed ex-

higher semantic units between HL7 2.x and 3.0 ([3], TF-

plicitly.

2x, Appendix R).

PIXv3 query response (PRPA_IN201310UV02), the im-

A semantic mapping between the v2 and v3 representation is only achievable within a constricted scope and
with limitations [5]. While PIXv3/PDQv3 strives for semantic alignment with PIX/PDQ, this eort inuences
the prole design. For example, both PIXv3 and PDQv3
impose a restriction on the scoping organization of a patient identier, requiring it to be identical with the assigning authority of the patient identier ([3], TF-2b, sections
3.45.4.2.2.1, 3.45.4.1.2.2, 3.46.4.1.2.1, 3.47.4.1.2.1).

This

does not fully comply with the common practice for assigning ISO object identiers (OID) and restricts the OID
assignment policy within the user's organization.

Obvi-

ously this approach is a compromise to avoid more complicated technical solutions, such as an externalized mapping
of object identiers.

Since patient name is a required element in a

plementer would have to supply an adequate NullFlavor
value to achieve de-identication.

4.3 PIXv2 Versus PIXv3: Update
Notication
It is to note that on the Patient Identity Consumer
side this functionality is expressed as an optional transaction in PIXv3 but represented as a separate prole option
PIX Update Notication in PIXv2 (ITI TF-1, table 5.21). The practical signicance of the transaction is limited,
as most implementations favor the query-response communication pattern of the PIX query over the data push
approach of the notication.
While PIXv2 update notication ITI-10 is free of pa-

4.1 PIXv2 Versus PIXv3: Patient Identity
Feed

tient's personal data ([1]), the analogue PIXv3 transaction ITI-46 is generally not, on the same background as
discussed for PIXv2 Query in section 4.4.
Furthermore, recipients of PIXv2 Update Notica-

The recipient of a PIXv2 ITI-8 transaction is explicitly

tion are required to support a subscription mechanism

required to respond with an application acknowledgement.

with a dened conguration structure ([3], TF-2a, section

In conjunction with the use of the original acknowledge-

3.8.4.1.3.1). Requirement in PIXv3 are substantially less

ment mode ([3], TF-2x, Appendix C.2.3) and the syn-

demanding ([3], TF-2b, section 3.46.4.1.2), leaving more

chronous Minimal Lower Layer Protocol MLLP ([3], TF-

freedom to the implementor.

2x, Appendix C.2.1) this implies that the response shall
be generated immediately after the receiving application
has fully completed the processiong of the message. The
requirement for immediate application response conicts
with the asynchronous processing approach of most interface engines.

This issue could only be resolved with an

additional implementation eort, such as a asynchronousto-synchronous converter being a part of the interfaces.
Opposed to this, for PIXv3 a commit acknowledgement (MCCI_IN000002UV01) is sucient ([3], TF-2b,
sections 3.44.4.1.2, 3.44.4.2.2, 3.46.4.1.2), which allows for
responses with a simple transport receipt.

In this case,

message transmission over asynchronous intermediaries is
IHE compliant.
As the PIXv2 prole specication references to the
generic HL7 2.x guideline within the ITI technical framework ([3], TF-2x, Appendix C), its error handling is more
specic than in PIXv3.

4.2 PIXv2 Versus PIXv3: PIX Query

4.4 PDQv2 Versus PDQv3: PDQ Query
PDQv2 only supports the combination of multiple
query parameters with logical AND ([3], TF-2a, section
3.21.4.1.2.2.1). Logical OR has to be achieved executing
multiple queries and subsequently combining results.
Also, PDQv3 is more specic about partial matches
([3], TF-2b, section 3.47.4.2.2.1). It describes how to specify a particular matching algorithm or how to quantify the
alignment of the result with the parameters using a metric
(quality of match).
A major dierence appears in the specication of the
continuation.

Continuation is optional in PDQv3.

HL7

2.x represents the response increments basically as linked
list, using the continuation pointer of the DSC segment
([3], TF-2a, section 3.21.4.2.2.7) as a pointer to the next
element.

In opposite to this, the generic mechanism of

HL7 Version 3 allows to be retrieve any fragment of the
result, using the QUQI_IN000003UV01 interaction ([3],
TF-2b, 3.47.4, 3.47.4.3). The fragment has an arbitrary

PIXv2 query constraints itself strictly to dealing with

position within the result set (parameter startResultNum-

patient identiers (PID-3). Returning other data is explic-

ber) and an arbitrary size (parameter continuationQuan-

itly precluded ([3], TF-2b, section 3.9.4.2.2.5). While the

tity).

motivation of this measure is avoiding inconsistency issues

PDQv3 does not possess any counterpart to the op-

with multiple unequal sets of demographics, its side eect

tional Visit Information of PDQv2: the corresponding pa-

is that the PIXv2 query response becomes de-identied.

rameters such as Assigned Patient Location or Consulting
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Doctor ([3], TF-2a, 3.22.4.1.2.2.1) are not supported.

PIXv3/PDQv3 is to be preferred under the following
pre-conditions:

5

Discussion And Conclusion



asynchronous intermediaries (e.

g.

hospital inter-

face engines) are employed for Patient Identity Feed
Comparing HL7 2.x with HL7 Ver. 3 with respect to
the scope, methodology and information model down to
the message structures has been subject to both theoret-

transactions;



ical OR and result ltering based on the quality of

ical research and practice driven work since the rst Ver-

match;

sion 3 Normative Edition in 2005. To avoid redundancy,
this paper refers to existing publications ([5, 6], [7, 8]) and
addresses this aspect only in a limited depth.
It is to note that not all deltas between PIXv3/ PDQv3

rich PDQ queries are required, supporting the log-



comfortable continuation functionality is needed:
random access to result fragments (w/ Continuation
option).

abd PIXv2/PDQv2 can be attributed to the incompatibilities between the underlying information models. One
reason why PIXv2 and PDQv2 are more restrictive than
their HL7v3 counterparts is a higher re-use of the technical
framework, e. g. of the framework-wide HL7 2.x guidelines ([3], TF-2x, Appendix C). Also, the HLv3 re-edition
of the integration proles was taken as opportunity for a
purposeful re-adjustment of prole features, while maintaining downwards compatibility.
As HL7v3 and HL7v2 will continue to co-exist, the
probability of PIXv2/PDQv2 and v3 interfaces being deployed in parallel to each other is likely to increase and
technical availability will cease to be the major selection
criterion. In such a setting, when deciding on the interface, special traits beyond the implementation technology can be taken into account. Based on the comparison
results above, a few recommendations regarding the deployment can be articulated. PIX/PDQ HL7 2.x is to be
preferred under the following pre-conditions:



easy administration is a priority - immediate response and specic error handling increase the maintainability of the interface;



for privacy reasons, patient demographics data must
not occur in PIX query and PIX update notication;



PDQ continuation must be supported;



in the local deployment, organizations are not identied by a pure object identier, instead a combination of an OID and an additional (non-OID) identier is used.
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Abstract
Background: The electronic Xray-Record is the Austrian contribution to the PALANTE project. The Austrian pilot
aims to implement a new module into the hospital information system used within the KAGes which includes the
summary of the dosage of X-ray examinations in a personal eXray-Record. The main goals are to support the personal
health management of the patient and to increase the awareness of patients and physicians for X-ray exposure in
healthcare. External access for health professionals and patients will be done via a web portal to provide a comprehensive
representation of the X-ray exposure data. Additionally, transparency about radiation doses applied in the context of
radiological examinations is provided. Objectives: This paper gives a brief description of the web access to radiology
data. In particular, the paper outlines the online representation of exposure doses caused by radiology examinations
and identies the challenges. Methods: In the analysis, the national regulatory frameworks and standards were
considered. Literature research and expert discussions were done to gure out the risks of the radiation exposure in the
low-dose range. Results: Possibilities for data extraction and data representation were worked out. The architecture
of the eXray-Record was designed with consideration of important standards. Conclusion: Access to personal health
information empowers patients and increases the control over matters concerning their health. Shared decision making
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1

Background

Patient empowerment [1] is the situation where a patient plays an active part in his/her disease management.
Patient empowerment integrates multiple concepts that
allow a patient to eectively self-manage his/her disease.
In the context of an aging population and an increasing
number of chronic patients, it is considered a key tool to
reduce healthcare costs and improve both quality and efciency of the health delivery process [2]. Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) applications already help to empower patients. However, there is still
considerable potential to develop this concept much furEJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4

ther.
Generally, pilots and projects dealing with patient empowerment each address a single element or mechanism of
the whole concept. The approach in the PALANTE (PAtient Leading and mANaging their healThcare through
EHealth) [3] project is to maximize the potential of ICT
technologies by validating at a large scale a signicant
number of pilots so that all the mechanisms involved in
patient empowerment are addressed. Thus the project approach considers the implementation of seven new pilots
and the evaluation of two additional ongoing pilots. Globally, the project mobilizes twenty-one partners in ten different countries and 69.550 new users. The project there-
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fore responds to the main challenges that European health
systems are currently facing: demographic changes, demand for access to health relevant information, quality of
care, and an increasing number of chronic patients.

future all relevant medical ndings and documents will be
stored in ELGA. Patients and their physicians will be able
to access this data. The relevant data is provided by different health service providers (physicians, hospitals, etc.)
and by the patient. In this context, data privacy and security are given highest priority, because ELGA contains
1.1
Electronic Xray-Record
medical information which is directly assigned to one disThe Austrian contribution to the PALANTE project tinct person. ELGA is a virtual health record, so its data
is to analyze, implement and evaluate one of the seven pi- is stored in several dierent information systems at the
lot implementations, the electronic Xray-Record (eXray- health service providers. For authorized persons all medRecord). The Styrian Hospital Holding (KAGes1 ) will ical ndings and documents are provided independently
implement the eXray-Record in 19 hospitals with 270.811 of location and time of the treatment. The data provided
inpatients and 928.015 outpatients per year2 . Currently, has to be relevant and up-to-date and is appropriately
exposure data is not available in the Hospital Informa- pre-processed and displayed for the specic user. Every
tion System (HIS), neither electronically nor on paper and patient has the right at every stage to refuse the storage
even less in a cumulative way. Therefore the X-ray expo- of his/her data.
The Austrian Health Commission has decided to use
sure data is not accessible for health professionals and
established
international standards for information and
patients. In addition, it is dicult to keep track of all
communication
in healthcare. As a result, the following
radiology examinations for both health professionals and
frameworks
and
standards are used for ELGA [7]:
their patients.
The eXray-Module to be piloted within the PALANTE
project will summarize X-ray exposure data for every patient's life time in a personal eXray-Record. The information about the X-ray doses coming from radiology examinations can support decisions about further X-ray examinations.
Besides the knowledge about the cumulative doses of
X-ray examinations an economic benet is expected, because currently very similar or even the same X-ray examinations are often done twice, usually in an inpatient
and an outpatient setting. Considering the information
available from the eXray-Record the patient as well as
the doctors will be aware of this exposure and may reduce
the number of X-ray examinations, respectively avoid redundant X-ray examinations. The information stored in
the eXray-Record will empower the patients in their personal health management. Furthermore, clinicians and
referring physicians are interested in a high quality documentation of radiology examinations and also consider
actuality, clarity, and completeness to be very important
[5].
It is not an objective of the eXray-Record itself to derive recommendations on further radiological investigation
opportunities. The medical assessment based on the data
that the eXray-Record provides will remain within the responsibility of the physicians.
1.2

Integration into ELGA

The Electronic Health Record (EHR, ELGA) [6] is being implemented step by step in modules in Austria. Core
applications of the rst implementation phase of ELGA
consist of the electronic discharge letter, e-Report laboratory, e-Report radiology and an e-Medication tool. In the
1 KAGes is a Styrian Hospital Holding, a non-prot organization
and the public welfare promoter. Its core task is the construction
and operation as well as the management of regional hospitals in the
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 IHE Framework [8]
 Health Level 7  Clinical Document Architecture
(HL7 CDA) [9]
 Logical Observation Identiers Names and Codes
(LOINC) [10]
 Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine
(DICOM 3.0 incl. Web Access to DICOM Persisting Objects (WADO) [11]
 Health Level 7 V3 RIM as data model [12]
In a rst step, the eXray-Record will only be oered to the
patients of KAGes via a web portal. The eXray-Record
should comply with relevant international technical standards and ELGA-specications, so that it could be used
to implement a further module of the Austrian health
record ELGA. The data will be stored in compliance with
the standards proposed for the Austrian electronic health
record. The pilot project aims to implement the eXrayRecord as an independent module. In this way, it can be
integrated in other applications based on compliant international standards.
1.3

Web Access

According to a U.S. study [13] most patients are dissatised with the current reporting system in radiology. Referring physicians as well as radiologists are aware of this
dissatisfaction of patients and think that patient access
to radiology data should be provided. Researchers gured
out that patients wish to have easy access to their personal
health information and like to be involved in medical decision making. The representation of the data is expected to
Federal State of Styria [4].
2 http://www.kages.at/cms/ziel/2326/DE/ (2011)
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be understandable, meaningful and clear. It is generally
accepted that such an involvement leads to better clinical outcomes. On the basis of this evidence, it is believed
that improved access to radiology information increases
both patient satisfaction and clinical outcomes. A system
that grants access to personal health data and additionally
provides educational information could be expected to increase patients' knowledge and understanding of his/her
own state of health. In addition, patients obtain greater
autonomy because they take more responsibility for their
own health care. A study of the American College of Radiology [14] outlines that patient access to radiology data
provides the opportunity to develop better relationship
between patient and radiologist.
Although there is reason to believe that the clinical
outcomes could be improved, physicians are concerned
that online access to radiology data could potentially increase patient anxiety. Furthermore, radiologists and referring physicians worry about patients' ability to understand the complex context of radiology data [13].

2

Objectives

This paper aims to endorse the necessity of an electronic Xray-Record and can be seen as a summary of
recommendations for the implementation including issues
and resulting advantages. Therefore we have to investigate national regulatory frameworks and standards to
guarantee the feasibility of the eXray-Record project. As
a result, we want to provide a list of relevant laws which
have to be considered during the analysis and implementation phase.
In order to provide web access for patients and external physicians to radiology information, we have to examine possibilities of how to grant secure access to sensitive
data. Additionally, we need to investigate the various possibilities of radiology data extraction and the process of
transferring the measurement data into the record.
Another main question of concern is how to represent the gures of X-ray dose (milli-sievert) in a way to
make them understandable for both patients and physicians. This could be achieved by putting them in relation to other measures like high mountain walks or TransAtlantic ights. However, the diculty about relating
dose to other measures is that these may be perceived
as too harmless or too harmful. Relating dose to complications like cancer risk is problematic as well, because
there is evidence on X-rays causing complications like cancer but not on the precise relation between the dose and
the resulting complication. UNSCEAR states that "there
is strong epidemiological evidence that exposure of humans to radiation at moderate and high levels can lead
to excess incidence of solid tumours in many body organs
and of leukaemia. There is also growing information on
the cellular/molecular mechanisms through which these
cancers can arise. [...] any increase in cancer incidence
thought to be caused by low-dose radiation exposures is
EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4

modest by comparison." [15]
Currently there are no rules on how to represent the
X-ray doses to clinicians, not even in the clinical world.
The challenge is thus making patients aware of the risk of
radiology. However, no clear specication of the risk can
be given.

3

Methods

In order to achieve an electronic record for X-rays the
main stakeholders of the pilot were identied. For the pilot project, the KAGes ociates as the owner, provider
and maintainer. KAGes provides experience in construction, operation and management of regional hospitals and
is the end user and thus the validator of the pilot. The
GFST (Gesundheitsfond Steiermark) [16] acts as the regional healthcare provider and is responsible for planning,
managing and controlling the Styrian health service. The
initiator of the project is the FH JOANNEUM University
of Applied Sciences which provides the experts for examination and treatment methods in radiology, medical computer science, process management, health economics and
public health.
We investigated the national regulatory frameworks
and standards for the development of an eXray-Record.
Our analysis was limited to laws and regulations in healthcare and technology, with special consideration of data
privacy.
The basis for the development of the eXray-Record
is a requirement analysis. Requirements were identied
through an analysis of the scientic background and the
creation of a questionnaire. We were able to involve a
range of medical professionals such as physicians, radiology technicians, medical physicists as well as patients into
the requirement analysis process.

4
4.1

Results
Regulatory Framework

The regulatory framework includes the data privacy
act (Datenschutzgesetz [17]), a law which denes additional data security rules for electronic transactions
with health data (Gesundheitstelematikgesetz [18]), a central law to protect people and environment from harm
due to ionizing radiation (Strahlenschutzgesetz [19]), an
act about the regulation of measures for the protection of persons against ionizing radiation in the eld of
medicine (Med. Strahlenschutzverordnung [20]), the Austrian Physicians Law (Ärztegesetz [21]), a law for medicaltechnical professions like e.g. physiotherapists, speech
therapists and radiology technologist (MTD-Gesetz [22])
and regulations for the education of medical-technical
professions including radiology technologists (FH-MTDAusbildungsverordnung).

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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4.2

Data Extraction

The X-ray exposure data of the specic examinations
of patients is the foundation for the core functionalities
in the eXray-Record. Dierent ways of documenting the
X-ray exposure data will be necessary, depending on the
type of X-ray unit and manufacturer:

en47

exposure amounts to 2,5 mSv per year which is equivalent to 0,007 mSv per day [24]. The various examination
procedures are normalized by comparing it to a common
thorax radiology exposure. Such comparisons support patients to become aware of the risks of radiology. However,
a clearer specication of the risk is not possible.

 Transfer via DICOM/MPPS interface from the Xray unit to the eXray-Record (mainly for CT and
uoroscopy)
 Documentation by manual reading of the data from
the X-ray unit and entering it manually in the HIS
(mainly for CT and uoroscopy)

Figure 1: Typical eective doses, based on VBDO [24]
4.4

Architecture

 Documentation in RIS (Radiology Information System) supported by default values which are automatically preallocated depending on the weight and
sex of the patient and the radiological procedure
(mainly for conventional X-rays and mammography)

Figure 2 shows the framework of the eXray-Record.
Every X-ray examination in a patient life is stored in the
personal eXray-Record. Physicians within the KAGes are
able to access the eXray-Record through the hospital information system. External physicians and the patient
can access the data through a web portal. Based on this
 Automatic determination of the required data from
data they are able to make an informed shared decision
the header-data of the PACS images (mainly for conabout future X-ray examinations. The collected data of
ventional X-rays and mammography). This process
radiology examinations is stored in the Clinical Document
is triggered after a new picture of a radiology examArchitecture (CDA) format. The standard used is based
ination has been stored into the PACS.
on the latest implementation guidelines for CDA reports
In every case the X-ray units only provide the physi- of imaging diagnostic in Austrian healthcare [9]. The uscal parameters of the examination like dose area product, age of the standard provides a harmonized, structured
dose area product rate or tube current. From these phys- and standardized way to transfer medical documents from
ical parameters, the eXray-Record has to calculate the health services to patients.
eective dose by using conversion factors.
4.3

Data Representation

Since the discovery of radiotherapy the use of radiology procedures have globally increased. There are a
number of current trends in medical use of ionizing radiation, which oers tremendous benets to the humans.
The rapid increase of new technology for medical exposure and the corresponding speed of clinical introduction
of this technology show a major trend, but the associated
radiation exposure poses a high risk for patients. In particular the increased usage of computed tomography (CT)
scanners causes about 42% of the total collective eective
dose arising from medical diagnostic radiology [23].
The eXray-Record provides an accurate summary of
doses for physicians and radiologist to make them aware of
the amount of radiology examinations. To still the fears of
radiologist and referring physicians about clear data representation for patients the web portal oers meaningful
comparisons of radiation doses. Cumulative or other radiology doses, which are shown in milli-sievert (mSv), are
presented in a clear, understandable way and the radiology exposure data is explained on the basis of comparable
examples. Figure 1 provides comparisons between doses
from radiology examinations and the natural radiation exposure. In Austria the eective dose of natural radiation

©2012 EuroMISE s.r.o.

Figure 2: eXray-record architecture

5

Conclusion

Promoting the deployment of new information and
communication technologies in the health care system is
the explicit aim of a series of international and national
strategies in Austria, the majority of which are related
to the Europe initiatives and the eHealth action plan of
the European Union. Austria is participating in the European PALANTE project to maximize the potential of
ICT technologies and to achieve patient empowerment.
It is widely accepted that the access to their own health
EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4
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information empowers patients and increases their control
over matters concerning their own health. However, access to personal health records is just the rst step in the
process of patient empowerment. The ultimate goal is
the evolution into a system where bi-directional patientcaregiver communication is possible and shared decisions
can be made within disease management.
The development of the eXray-Record was initiated
rst of all to summarize the X-ray exposure data for every
patient's life span in a personal record. An additional goal
is to make the X-ray exposure data available for patients
and health professionals. The eXray-Record provides doctors with additional information to decide about further
X-ray examinations which help to minimize the total Xray exposure of a patient. The online representation of
the eXray-Record for patients and external physicians is
a crucial point.
Online access to sensitive data is always assumed to
be critical, because high security standards have to be
ensured. Therefore a smartcard and SIM card based approach is a possible way to ensure secure access to the
eXray-Record [25].
In the end, the implementation of an electronic XrayRecord can be seen as another step towards patient centered integrated care and patient empowerment. It is
highly expected that this project will generate economic,
medical and social benet for patients, physicians and ultimately the healthcare system.
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Abstract

Australia is currently in the process of deploying a national personally controlled electronic health
record (PCEHR). This is being built using a combination of international standards and proles as well as Australian
Standards and with specications developed by the National eHealth Transition Authority (NeHTA). Objective: There
exists a poor appreciation of how the complex construction of the overall system is supported and protected by multiple
international standards. These fundamental underpinnings have been sourced from international standards groups such
as Health Level Seven (HL7) and Integrating the Health Enterprise (IHE) as well as developed locally. In addition, other
services underlie this infrastructure such as secure messaging, the national Health Identication Service and the National
Authentication Service for Health (NASH). Methods: An analysis of the national e-health system demonstrates how
this model of standards and service integration results in a complex service oriented architecture. Results: The
expected benets from the integrated yet highly dependent nature of the national ehealth system are improved patient
outcomes and signicant cost savings. These are grounded and balanced by the current and future challenges that
include incorporating the PCEHR into clincial workows and ensuring relevant, timely, detailed clinical data as well as
consistent security policy issues and unquantied security threats. Conclusions: Ultimately, Australia has designed
an ambitious yet diverse and integrated architecture. What remains to be seen is if the challenges that the medical
software industry and clinical community face in leveraging the political process in order to encourage provider and
public participation in ehealth, can be achieved despite the sound underpinnings of international standards.
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1

Introduction

The uniqueness arises from a number of drivers and
characteristics peculiar to healthcare. The drivers in Australia are heavily inuenced by the political landscape and

In Australia there is an undeniable uniqueness to the

the time deadlines imposed by the government. From the

healthcare environment that has resulted in a complex ap-

perspective of the characteristics of the healthcare deliv-

proach to the development of a national e-health system.

ery environment, the imperative is to have the right data

It is important to appreciate what these distinct drivers

in the right place at the right time, and an urgency driven

are if there is to be an understanding of the structure and

by clinical need and conditions. Added to this is the com-

functionality of such an ambitious project. The develop-

plex sequencing of clinical steps and the coordination of

ment and implementation of the Australian national e-

parallel patient care, complicated by diculties with in-

health system represents an important and radical change

frastructure and availability of trained personnel across

to the healthcare system and critical societal infrastruc-

diverse care settings from major cities to remote Aborigi-

ture.
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nal communities.

sored organisations charged with the delivery of the over-

This impact of these factors on the applications and

arching architecture namely National eHealth Transition

software used to delivery and support ehealth is that there

Authority (NeHTA), the Federal Departments of Health

is an inimitable complexity of data and documentation,

and Ageing (DoHA) and Human Services (Medicare); and

and a labyrinth of data requirements across a distributed

the standards and stakeholder communities comprising of

system.

national and international standards organisations and

The distribution is not merely in location but

of time and person given the dispersed web of healthcare

technical stakeholders.

providers. This environment requires a complex construc-

standards organisations work underpins the establishment

The national and international

tion of governance because of the public (40%) and private

of this architecture such as Health Level 7 (HL7), the

(60%) split in service delivery and due to its multi-tiered,

International Standards Organisation (ISO) - Health In-

distributed arrangement. This governance structure cre-

formatics Technical Committee TC215, Integrating the

ates a disjunction between costs and benets. The elec-

Health Enterprise (IHE) and Standards Australia (SA)

tronic age where information, both good and bad, is not in

 IT-014 Health Informatics Technical Committee.

short supply, demands a medico-legal practice of defensive

technical stakeholders include the Medical Software In-

medicine, in addition to the primary prerequisite of med-

dustry Association (MSIA) who represent the clinical and

ical practice to `rst do no harm'. The need to tame this

supporting system suppliers.

The

clinical information tsunami means it is increasingly important to provide eective and readily adoptable clinical
decision support. The relevance of these factors to the development of software applications, services, and the supporting information exchange architecture [1] means that
developers are wading into a highly complex and contextualised environment. This situation is further complicated
by the consideration of privacy and security [2] and the
sensitivity about government concentration of personal information.
This paper explores the complex underpinnings of Australia's national ehealth system and the Personally Controlled Electronic Health Record (PCEHR). The basis for
using standards and their impact is discussed to preface
the analysis of the challenges that such a national system
presents to those who have to deliver it  the software
industry; those who are to use it - the clinical commu-

Figure 1:

Contributing national organisations and groups in

the Australian ehealth standards process.

nity; and those who are the consumers of it - the public,
and how these challenges create tensions despite the sound
foundations that the system is built upon.

As with any major government initiative there are inevitable tensions in meeting the needs of the various stakeholders. The tensions have been exacerbated by short po-

1.1

Background to the Personally
Controlled Electronic Health Record

litically driven time frames, the enormity of work involved,
confusion over leadership roles, the diculties arising from
reliance on a community of volunteer experts to deliver
outcomes and key performance indicators for government

Australia, like many countries, is facing increasing

sponsored organisations. This volunteer community is ar-

challenges in delivering high quality healthcare to an ag-

guably the ehealth community's most valuable yet under-

ing population and increases in chronic disease whilst at-

valued asset.

tempting to control spiralling costs [3]. As part of Aus-

perts, who work in the health informatics and related in-

tralia's national health reform Australia is introducing a

dustries, only functions eectively because such people are

Personally Controlled Electronic Health Record (PCEHR)

committed to the outcomes trying to be achieved for Aus-

[4, 5].

The PCEHR is a primary constituent of the na-

tralia nationally. The involvement and collaboration of all

tional health reform agenda and as such has been the focus

stakeholders in Figure 1 is essential to avoid duplication of

of the development of Australia's ehealth architecture [6].

standards and to obtain engagement and support partic-

The PCEHR aims to place the individual at the centre

ularly where the end-user vendor community is bearing a

of their own healthcare by enabling access to important

large percentage of the costs. Further, it promotes trans-

pieces of health information when and where it is needed

parency and harmonisation in a sector that uses multiple

by individuals and their healthcare providers [7].

models for development, and has a diversity of healthcare

This method of harnessing volunteer ex-

In the Australian healthcare environment there are a

delivery requirements. The standards need to ensure that

number of complementary bodies involved in and impact-

they support all sectors of the healthcare community and

ing the development of the national ehealth system as

do not create unnecessary barriers to innovation and mar-

shown in Figure 1. These include the government spon-

ket competition.
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Standards as a Basis for
Systems Development

migration from legacy systems as it permits software solutions at dierent levels of technical maturity to eectively
interoperate.

A standard is an expert consensus document that pro-

?

vides a benchmark for a product or service [ ]. Such consensus represents the best knowledge in the eld and
essential contribution by people who are regarded as the
technical experts in their eld, and in this case are ex-

?

perts in health and health informatics [ ]. Standards are
practices that are recognized for their quality and can be
used as a measure for comparison. Like laws, they need
to be monitored and enforced to be eective. Standards
provide guidelines for best practice, consistency and interoperability [10] and are an essential feature in a minimally regulated eld such as computer and information
science.

Thus, when this eld and the healthcare envi-

ronment are combined, the requirement for standards is
imperative to mitigate potential for safety issues. Further,
standards are essential for consistent outcomes to security
reusability and end-point security stability, even though
the approaches may vary. This is also important as one
solution does not meet all the needs.
The use of standards, not to be confused with standardisation, is to facilitate the eective interoperability in
communications. One of the underlying drivers for creating uniformity through standards is to address the issues
of safety and quality which is of particular importance
in the healthcare application environment. Further, standards in software development are benecial in the ability
to reuse specications from consistent, expert evaluated
documentation. Informed, independent and objective professional review also contributes to increased clarity of
requirements specication [11].

Further, it contributes

to lowering integration costs, fosters vendor innovation
and competition with no specic vendor lock-in for users,
which are all important factors in the development of a nationwide interoperable system in Australia's free market
economy. These are all benets of using local and international standards where multiple but integrated services
are required. This also fosters an independent plug and
play approach to software and service integration  a goal
of services oriented architecture (SOA).
Designs of formal electronic health records have focused on the integration of intra-enterprise applications.
This severely limits the scalability and interoperability required for distributed systems [12]. Thus the move to SOA
is attractive, although complex and a major challenge to
design on a national scale.

There are examples of SOA

designs at an organizational level, but few at levels wider
than this. What SOA potentially provides is an overarching architectural framework which allows the functionality
of multiple competing but complementary services to be
brought together.

The reuse and enterprise application

integration is an attractive proposition supporting modu-

2.1

The Australian Experience

As has been shown in other countries, the challenge is
to integrate standards nationally and internationally that
support the needs of the environment to which they are
applied [14].

In order to avoid the case where propri-

etary developed standards hamper national interoperability, Australia has taken a `standards based approach' to
the development of the ehealth architecture. Further, the
collaboration between the government sponsored organisations and the standards development and implementation community in Australian healthcare, as in Figure 1,
has been used to enhance interoperability among the multiple stakeholders and the standards making communities.
This is important as it has been demonstrated that the
numerous standard development organisations themselves
may create confusion for standards adopters, namely industry, instead of promoting interoperability [15].

Col-

laboration at any level is a benecial objective to pursue,
to avoid gaps in requirements and unnecessary overlap of
standards and subsequent disparity between them.
In creating Australia's ehealth interoperable environment a number of standards are used including HL7 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) and Integrating the
Health Enterprise - Cross Enterprise Document Sharing
(IHE XDS.b) prole, specied for the Australian PCEHR
and associated conformant repositories.

The standards

upon which the Australian ehealth system is based are
well established and used internationally.

For instance

the IHE IT Infrastructure (ITI) domain addresses the
implementation of standards-based interoperability solutions to improve information sharing, workow and patient care [16]. It achieves this with the harmonized use
of established international standards such as DICOM and
HL7 within an SOA framework.
These international standards are core to ehealth interoperability and supporting services such as the National Authentication Service for Health (NASH), Health
Identiers Service (HI), Secure Message Delivery (SMD),
Endpoint Location Service (ELS), Health Care Provider
Directory (HCPD), Audit and so on.

Some have been

modied and extended by NeHTA, for instance, the CDA
standard has been extended in a manner permitted by
the CDA standard but may not result in adoption internationally and may not end up being incorporated into
the international standard.

At present these extensions

are localised to Australia.

2.2

A Service Oriented Architecture for
the PCEHR

larity and interoperability, using services as the building
blocks for development of exible but reliable system components [13]. In addition, SOA can forge a pathway for

EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4

There is an increasing push to adopt services oriented
architectures across organisations [17].

This is partic-
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ularly pertinent to the healthcare environment as SOA

Of concern is that in any electronic records system it

addresses some of the common problems that healthcare

is the control of all information, but particularly sensi-

computing faces in a complex work environment with a

tive and patient condential healthcare data that needs

need for legacy system re-use, and requiring linkage of

protection.

multiple interfacing systems [18].

security perspective is through established security pol-

The manner that this is dealt with from a

Figure 2 provides a representation of how primary ser-

icy. This requires that all participants in the information

vices are integrated for the PCEHR, and how they are

sharing domain in question must have methods of inform-

moving towards a service oriented architecture. This dia-

ing each other of their respective policy and ensure they

gram indicates how technical specications and standards

are consistent [19]. This extends further than just trusted

underpin the national PCEHR.

end-to-end communication.

Privacy of information has

been, and is, a major issue for all countries in developing shared healthcare data systems [20]. Whilst there exists a National Ehealth Security and Access Framework
(NESAF) [21] intended to provide an overall architectural
solution for security, it is the application of this aspect
that is currently unclear in Australia's deployment. The
NESAF itself is based primarily and extensively on ISO
standards and whilst still under development themselves,
refers to the HL7 PASS and SAIF frameworks [22].
A recent article by NeHTA's Chief Clinical Lead and
other well respected co-authors suggest that there may be
critical unmitigated risks with the current implementation [23]. The need for bespoke tool kits for development
Figure 2: Diagrammatic Representation of the PCEHR

The PCEHR architecture consists of the following ser-



going maintenance costs. There will be a necessary trade
Health Identier (HI) Service  service specied by

o between complexity of regulations, conformance and

NeHTA and implemented by Medicare

compliance requirements, and an implementation barrier

Secure Message Delivery (SMD)  Standards Australia Technical Specication




to lead to delays in implementation as has been evidenced
already by the Health Identiers Service.

Delays of up

to two years for signicant uptake have been forecast in

Level 7 (HL7) Standard

DoHA and NeHTA presentations.

Cross Enterprise Document Sharing (XDS)  Inte-

ISO 27790 Health informatics: Document registry
framework - International Organization for Standardization



and cost that may prove dicult to manage. This is likely

Clinical Document Architecture (CDA)  Health

grating the Health Enterprise (IHE) Prole



to international standards and represent a further risk in
terms of possible uncaught implementation errors and on-

vices and standards:



and conformance testing is a ow-on from the variations

National Authentication Service for Health (NASH)
 service specied by NeHTA, implemented by IBM
under a government contract.

These important fac-

tors result in a number of challenges for those who are to
engage with the implementation and use of the national
PCEHR system in a commercially sustainable environment.

3

Community and Stakeholder
Challenges
The situation described above has led to a number

The proven combination of CDA and XDS.b as a se-

of tensions between government and industry. Numerous

cure clinical document exchange facility, should provide

personnel changes and strong political drivers pushing for

core capability that will reward future investment in func-

short time frames have detrimentally impacted collabora-

tionality and content. This is an ambitious, diverse and

tion with the stakeholders and made quality development

integrated architecture whose local components are as yet

challenging.

unproven, however they are based on proven widely de-

making and frequently changing goal posts, which create

ployed international standards and proles.

It has seen short term planning, decision

Signicant

frustration and uncertainty about what can and will be

changes have been made for the Australian implementa-

delivered. Indeed the scope of what will be deliverable on

tion, some of which have not yet been fully disclosed and

July 1st, 2012 has been constrained considerably from its

hence it is dicult to evaluate the total impact on func-

original specication over the period from April 2012.

tionality, performance and security.

It is clear that the

From a software industry perspective the tensions are

variance is sucient to place a barrier in the path of par-

compounded by the issues resulting from the government's

ticipation by international vendors as well as potentially

inexibility on time frames and initial scope creep fol-

limiting export opportunities for local implementers.

lowed by a rapid reduction in scope in the months prior
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to launch. There is considerable pressure to realise return

lished testing of the impact of the PCEHR and in particu-

on investment as despite being a national initiative, the

lar the consumer entered information including what im-

majority of the software industry is not being funded to

pact this may have on the patient/consumer themselves.

implement the attached systems. Given the changes, de-

There are two parts to the patient entered information -

lay in some specications and lack of budget for long term

a private and a clinical section. The consumer has con-

development of specications, the scope has now been so

trol of this information and to whom it is visible. What

constrained and it may prove dicult to make a sustain-

if inappropriate comments about their treating clinicians

able business case for implementation for many vendors

or GP are entered?

in the short or medium term.

posted information of a detrimental nature about their

One signicant issue that has arisen is that some standards have been varied during implementation.

For in-

For example a disgruntled patient

doctor. Whether there are adequate safeguards is unclear
at present.

stance, the HL7 CDA standards have been extended, the

Secondly, the decision making ability of the consumer

impact of which is that the standard tools and testing

in regards to the control of their information also raises

methodologies do not work with the NeHTA versions.

concerns.

The IHE XDS payload and XML packaging have been

trained or aware) to decide what clinical information,

altered from the international prole. The security in the

which they may or may not understand, is relevant or

PCEHR has not been disclosed other than in the broad-

meaningful.

est terms. There are issues of late modications to both

report of pneumocystis pneumonia would be primary evi-

the PCEHR electronic (B2B) interface and content spec-

dence for most medical practitioners that the patient has

ications which will ensure that implementation will take

HIV? It is clear that patients will have to understand com-

time once the specications are available, correct and sta-

plex medical data in order to put in place eective and

ble. Lastly, the delivery of associated but fundamental ser-

desired access control. For some sections of the commu-

vices, for instance the NASH, has been delayed, and now

nity this may cause anxiety in the decision making and

is only due for delivery sometime after the 1 July PCEHR

distrust inuencing the decision to conceal or not conceal

launch date, necessitating the adoption of interim security

certain information.

arrangements which have recieved little external scutiny.

not completely understand the implications of hiding data

It is very dicult to retrot security and there is no infor-

on their future treatment.

How are the general public (not medically

Would a patient understand that an x-ray

Patients making these choices may

mation provided on the extensions to standard PKI certicates that will be employed. There are concerns that
appropriate Health Identiers Service functionality may
not be in place prior to PCEHR launch.

4

Conclusions

For instance,

the ability to assign patient individual health identiers

The development of a service oriented architectural solution on a national basis is ambitious yet necessary. The

(IHIs) to neonates in a timely manner.
In regard to the clinical community, there are many

successful deployment of a national health records sys-

issues that have yet to be fully addressed associated with

tem, regardless of any technological issues, is dependent

clinical workows and sustainability.

ultimately on the user acceptance and use.

Firstly, the incen-

Putting the

tives to use the PCEHR are not clearly dened from the

legal, workow and security barriers aside, the standard-

clinician perspective though there has been some clarica-

isation of healthcare information (yes more standards) is

tion about use of claimable service fees (called item num-

a key element to its adoption.

bers in the Australian context). Secondly, there are risks

The initial facilities will be basic and any uptake will

to the information being shared and available in many

be dependent on funding to extend and prove the system.

places but uncertainty that it is complete. The quality of

This is likely to take a signicant time and in the cur-

the patient summaries may be variable since patients can

rent political environment may not even be possible. Of

nominate any provider to submit this information at any

greater concern is the lack of a live test environment, sim-

time. This may not be their usual practitioner or one that

ilar to a live deployment but with populated dummy data

has the majority of relevant information for the patient.

with which to test the security, access and performance.

This is complicated by the potential commercial incen-

Any large implementation that has a high reliance on and

tives for a variety of providers to undertake this activity.

integration of security services, as the Australian national

The currency of data and any implied obligations on the

ehealth system undoubtedly has, should have a coordi-

practitioner who submitted it to the PCEHR have not

nated and dened security test plan.

been widely discussed. The willingness or ability of clini-

plan has been released or reported on. In fact the secu-

cians to construct appropriate summaries for upload has

rity deployment has been kept condential. In a system

been assumed rather than tested in any large scale deploy-

that reects a security based services oriented architec-

ment. This was not possible in the test implementation

ture, the necessity to test the individual components and

(Wave 2) sites as they did not connect to the PCEHR

the integrated end-to-end system is vital. Whilst the un-

and employed a completely dierent interface technology

derpinning of the system and its reliance on standards

to separate repositories.

will provide some assurance, what is untested is the varia-

From the public's viewpoint there has been little pub-

EJBI  Volume 8 (2012), Issue 4

To date no such

tion from these established international standards. Post
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1 July, 2012 will provide some of these answers.
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